CHAMPIONSHIP
REGULATIONS
Association of Beauty Industry Professionals (ABIP)

NAIL SECTION
(intramural / extramural nominations)

International Festival of the Beauty and Fashion Industry
Beautyspartakiada
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PROVISION
Goals and objectives of the championship:
- Increase the prestige of the profession masters, to create a certain ranking among
the masters to themselves and employers;
- Organize and host a prestigious professional event;
- Contribute to raising the professional level of masters and improve the quality of
services;
- Give an objective assessment of the professionalism of the masters. Encourage
the best.

Conditions for participation in the championship:
During the registration at least one work/nomination, the participant
automatically agrees with all the conditions prescribed in this regulation:
1. The participant sends permission to post a photo / video of the contest work in
the social networks of the organizing committee (not for commercial use, only with
the approval of the author of the work)
2. Any participant who has represented his work in any nomination guarantees the
originality of the work with full copyright to it.
Otherwise, the organizing committee of the championship has the right to
withdraw the work from participation in the competition without refund of the
admission charge for participation (A work is considered to be unique if its
originality is at least 70%)
It is forbidden to take any other work from any competition site as the basis for
the competitive work.
At the championship, competitions are held in the individual championship by
categories (only experience in the Nail section is taken into account):
a) «Junior» - length of work up to 3 years
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b) «Master» - length of work from 3 years
c) «Instructor» - (irrespective of length of work)
d) «VIP» - status of judge (irrespective of accreditation)

- The

competitor must pay for participation in advance, within a prescribed period,
and register for the championship.
- Each participant can exhibit an unlimited number of works, including works that
have participated in other championships / events / contests (but not more than 5
times).
Works that have taken part in the Russian, European and World
Championships according to the ABIP version cannot participate in the
qualifying Championships (Krasota Spaset Mir, Summer Beautyspartakiada,
Winter Beautyspartakiada)

Disqualification and accrual of penalty points:
A participant may be penalized or disqualified:
- for violation of the regulations;
- for the usage of the prohibited materials or tools;
- for inappropriate behaviour towards the organizing committee, the judges and
other participants of the championship.
FOR VIOLATION OF THREE OR MORE POINTS OF THE
NOMINATION ASSIGNMENT, THE WORK CANNOT APPLY FOR THE
FIRST PRIZE PLACE!

General Commissioner, Section Commissioner, panel
of judges (jury):
The general Commissioner and the Commissioners in the sections are appointed
and approved by the organizing committee.
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General Commissioner:
- monitors compliance with the rules and regulations of the championship;
- monitors the work of the counting commission;
- monitors the work of the members of the Jury / Judges;
- monitors the correct filling in the protocols by the members of the Jury/Judges;
- resolves controversial and other issues arising during the championship.

Section Commissioner:
- monitors compliance with the rules and regulations of the championship;
- monitors the work of the counting commission of their section;
- monitors the work of the members of the Jury / Judges of their section;
- monitors the correct filling in the protocols by the members of the Jury / Judges
of their section;
- resolves controversial and other issues arising during the championship,
concerning with their section.

Panel of judges (jury):
- must follow the rules and instructions of the panel of judges;
- during the competition, the jury members must be in a closed, specially
designated room and begin to evaluate the competition works after the permission
of the general Commissioner (for offline format);
- after evaluation in score sheets, the Commissioner of its section (assigned by the
general Commissioner of the championship) collects score sheets and passes them
to the main registering clerk for filling judging protocols;
- evaluation of the jury members must coincide the level of work done;
- deliberately high or low evaluation is accompanied by the disqualification of the
judge;
- any member of the jury is strictly prohibited from talking with other members
of the jury on the competition site or in a specially designated room for the
work of the jury, before the submission of the protocols to the general
Commissioner, failure to comply with this requirement may lead to
disqualification of a jury member (for offline format).
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Conditions for registration of participants in the
championship:
Before sending your contest entries, you should notify the organizing
committee of the championship; registration of participants is carried out
according to the registration schedule for each championship.
It is recommended to have at your disposal photos of the stages of execution of
work (in case of controversial situations a request from the panel of judges is
possible for the final decision).

ONLINE format:
On email: a_b_i_p@mail.ru:
1.Attach photo/video - depends on the nomination
NOTE: Photo format - jpg / Video format - mpeg4 or avi
Nomination POSTER - from 3 MB / 4961x3508 pixels (at least)
Photos of other nominations at least 1 mb
If the work has 3D elements, attach photo + video, video 15-20 seconds
2. Write in the text of the letter:
- Championship name
- Name/surname of the competitor
- Phone number via +7 (or your country code)
- Participation category:
a) «Junior» - length of work up to 3 years
b) «Master» - length of work from 3 years
c) «Instructor» - (irrespective of length of work)
d) «VIP» - status of judge (irrespective of accreditation)
- Nomination / nomination theme
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- Addition:
а) Team name (if available)
b) Self-nominated
-Name of the trainer
-Full postal address (post code, city, street, house, apartment number)
-Screenshot/photo of payment receipt for participation in the championship + 150
rubles. (for courier).
Each contest work should be sent by individual letters.

OFFLINE format:
Be sure to inform the organizing committee of the championship before
submitting your entries!
Works are sent
TTC (Trade and transport companies) or by Russian Post
Address:
350001 Krasnodar, st. Kovtyukha, 98
Chernyi Edmond Viktorovich
+7(918)386-09-25
or Tletseryi Larisa Edmondovna
+7(918)483-46-77
Works MUST be sent to the door.
For full registration, you must send the following documents to email
a_b_i_p@mail.ru:
1. Any document confirming the qualifications of a participant in the
championship.
2. The document confirming payment for participation in the championship.
3. Fill in an application for participation in the championship (Appendix No. 1 to
the regulations).

The cost of participation in the championship:
Individually for each championship.
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Prize fund:
Cups or medals, diplomas - individually for each championship.

List of nominations:
INTRAMURAL NOMINATIONS:
Please, be sure to read the first pages of the Regulation

Item
No
1

Nomination

Theme

Page

2

3

4

1

Classic ( cutting ) manicure

-

13-17

2
3
4

Combined manicure
Men's manicure
Design with gel polish on tips
Salon modelling "Almond" with
coating

"Fashionable Image."

17-22
22-25
25-27

-

28-31

6

Salon modelling in the form of a
"square" - white French

-

32-36

7

Nail modelling form "STYLET"

“Free”

36-40

5

8

8

"DECORATIVE FRENCH" gel
technology

“Free”

40-47

9

"Competitive nail modelling - a
lay-out French"

“Free”

47-53

10

FULL IMAGE

“Fantasy image”

53-55

EXTRAMURAL NOMINATIONS
BE SURE TO READ THE HOME PAGES OF THE
REGULATIONS

Item
No
1

Nomination

Theme

Page

2

3

4

1

Multifaceted WORK –
highest professionalism

Any complex work of the
master, using all the techniques
and nail accessories

56

2

NEW YEAR'S TOY
(only WINTER
BEUTYSPARTAKIADA)

Theme: “Free”

56-57

3

SEA SHELL
(only SUMMER
BEUTYSPARTAKIADA)

Theme 1: “SEA SHELL PAINTING” - Free
Theme 2: “SEA SHELL MIX” - Free

57-58

9

4

PURE CRYSTAL –
INCRUSTATION

5

FABERGE: JEWELRY
WORKSHOP

6

3D MODELLING

7

MASK

8

DOLL: acrylic gel

9

JEWELRY

10

Modelling 3D – 4D gelplasticine

11

Acrylic modelling – tips

Theme 1: “Nail tips
incrustation”
Theme 2: “3D MIXincrustation on the nail tips”
Theme 3: "Object Incrustation
- In Flat"
Theme 4: "3D incrustation on
an object"
Theme 1: “Exactly the same +
photo”
Theme 2: “Incrustation – Free”
Theme 3: “MIX - FREE”
Theme 1: “Image”
Theme 2: “Composition”
Theme 3: “Image - on one nail
tips”
Theme 1: “Venetian mask”
Theme 2: “Free”
Theme: “Free”
Theme 1: “Set: earrings + ring”
Theme 2: “Set - free”
Theme 3: “Crown”
Theme 4: “Free”
Theme 1: “Free”
Theme 2: “Floristics”
Theme 1: “Free”
Theme 2: “Floristics”

58-62

62-64

64-66

67
68

68-72

72-73
73-74

MIX-MEDIA

Theme: “Free”

74-75

13

STELLAR START
(nomination only for the
JUNIOR category)

Theme: “Design with gel
polish on nail tips”

75-76

14

Nail design on a mannequin
arm

15

NAILS IN JEWELRY BOX

12

Theme 1: “Form without
borders”
Theme 2: “Bride's hand”
Theme 1: “Fantasy nails”
Theme 2: “Wedding design”

76-78
78-80

10

Theme 1: “Salon design. Free "
16

STAMPING

17

Art Gallery – Hand Painted

18

MONOCHROME – Tips

19

Art (hand) painting

20

Design on pedicure tips

21

Watercolour painting

Theme 2: “Artistic stamping.
Free "
Theme 1: “Landscape”
Theme 2: “Portrait”
Theme 3: “Still life”
Theme 1: “Art Monochrome”
Theme 2: “Linear
monochrome”
Theme 1: “Free”
- 5 cm.
Theme 2: “Free”
- 10 cm.
Theme 3: “On textile” - Free
Theme 4: “Aquarium
(volumetric) - Free”
Theme 5: “One nail tips:
Portrait - Monochrome”
Theme 6: “One nail tips Portrait in colour”
Theme 7: “Watercolour sketch
- Animal world”
Theme 8: “Magic world of
cartoons”
Theme 9: “TRIO- Animal
world”
Theme 1: “Hand painted
pedicure - Free”
Theme 2: “MIX - Free”
Theme 1: “Free”
- 5 cm.
Theme 2: “Animal world”
5-10 cm.
Theme 3: “Free”
- 10 cm.
Theme 4: “Landscape”
- 10 cm.

80-81

81

82-83

84-89

89-91

91-92
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Theme 5: “Animal world” - 5
cm (gel polish).

22

23

Theme 1: “ZHOSTOVO –
Free”

PAINTING –
"ZHOSTOVO"

93-94

Theme 2: “ZHOSTOVO on the
object – Free”
Theme 1: “Chinese painting
ONE STROKE - Floristics”

CHINESE PAINTING

Theme 2: “Chinese painting
ONE STROKE - Free”

95-96

Theme 3: “Chinese painting on
the object - Free”

Nomination: NAIL POSTER
Item
No
1

1

2

3

Theme

Subtheme

Page

2

3

4
97-98

General provisions
1.1: Salon ( Full ) image - nail
modelling
Theme 1: «Salon (Full) image»
1.2: Salon ( Full ) Image Manicure
2.1: Fantasy Image - Salon
Modelling
2.2: Fantasy Image - Creative
Theme 2: «Fantasy image»
Modelling
2.3: Fantasy Image - Creative
Modelling "Mold"
3.1: Cover Hands - Salon
Modelling
Theme 3: «Cover Hands»
3.2: Cover Hands - Creative
Modelling

98-99
99-100
100-101
101-102
103-104
104-105
105-106
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4

5

Theme 4: «Manicure»

Theme 5: «King-nail»

6

Theme 6: «INSTA photo»

7

Theme 7: Video Poster

3.3: Cover Hands - Creative
Modelling "Mold"
4.1: Manicure - salon design
4.2: Manicure - gel polish
4.3: Manicure - Decorative French
4.4: Men's manicure - salon
manicure
4.5: Men's manicure - gel polish
5.1: King Nail - Creative
Modelling with Design
5.2: King Nail - 3D composition
6.1: «INSTA photo – manicure»
6.2: INSTA photo - nail
modelling
7: Fantasy Image

106-107
108-109
109-110
110-111
111-112
112-113
113-114
114-115
115-116
116-117
117-118

CHAMPIONSHIP POSITION BY
NOMINATION:
INTRAMURAL NOMINATIONS:
To participate in full-time nominations (except for the "Full Image" nomination),
the contestants are provided with:
- a table;
- 2 chairs;
- a disposable tablecloth;
- sockets.
The rest equipment, that is necessary for work, the contestants bring with them.
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At the competition it is allowed to use materials intended only for prof. use.

1. Classic manicure
(cutting)
1 arm is executed.
Junior, time is 40 min
Master/Instructor/VIP, time is 30 min
1. Each participant must have a model for working with natural not polished or
sanded nails.
Models with artificial nails, that are covered with an artificial coating for
modelling (acrylic, gel) are NOT ALLOWED for the contest.
On the hands of the model, the cuticle should be strongly marked, there should be
pterygium (cuticle).
2. Participants must wear special cloth
(medical gowns or medical jackets, cap, mask, gloves).
3. Before the start of the competition, the hands of the models are checked by
extras with filling in nail checks, on which marks are made about the condition of
the cuticle on both hands. Damage and other defects of the skin and nails are noted
too.
AFTER PASSING THE "NAIL-CHECK" THE COMPETITOR MUST PASS A
TEST OF FIVE QUESTIONS WITH ANSWER OPTIONS ON THE TOPIC
"DISINFECTION AND STERILIZATION".
Testing is taken into account in the total number of points.
4. It is forbidden to use electric drills and machines for hardware manicure,
oil and cream.
5. After manicure nails are covered with colorless lacquer.
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6. Before the start of the competition, the tools that will be used to perform the
work (pushers, nippers, scissors, etc.) must be sterilized and they are in closed kraft
bags.
Impermeability of kraft bags is checked by the extras.
Kraft bags are opened on the command 5 minutes before the start, then the
instrument should be on special trays.
7. A participant can be disqualified in the following cases:
- late to the start of the competition;
- the tool is not packed in a kraft bag before the start of the competition;
- inappropriate behaviour in the competition area;
- the hands of the model do not comply with the requirements;
- continuation of work after the final signal of the competition end;
- leaving the competition area without permission;
- use of prohibited materials and tools in work.

The task:
1. The master performs a classic manicure on one hand. The second hand is left for
comparison when judging.
2. The length and shape of the nails are arbitrary, but they must be the same from
finger to finger throughout the hand.
3. Before the start of the competition, the hands of the model must not be
processed:
- the length of the free edge of the nail must be at least 2 mm and cover the fingerpad;
- the cuticle on both hands should be in an “unkempt” condition;
- the state of the side rollers “unkempt”;
- the free edge of the nails should not be undercut.
4. All 5 fingers should be covered with the colourless lacquer.
5. Judging takes into account the condition of the skin around the nails and hands
in general.
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JUDGING CRITERIA AND DESCRIPTION
№

Criteria
General impression
(shape + coating)

1

Difficulty
coefficient
2

Length

3

Description
The general impression is judged
the first time the models pass in
front of each judge. This
criterion reflects the general
level of the competition works,
determines the professional level
and quality of performance. An
important moment in assessing
this criterion is the aesthetic
impact of the work. It also
determined aspects such as
cleanliness of execution, the
general aesthetics and the vision
of the master.

Max score

Total cost
of the
criterion

10 points

10 points

The first assessment (BEFORE)
is from the nail check. The judge
Before 5
gives the second mark (AFTER) points / After
by comparing the processed
5 points
hand with the unprocessed hand.
The length of the free edge of the
nails can be different, but is
should be in harmony with the
length and shape of the nails.
The length should be equally
proportional to the size of the
nail plate on all fingers. The
variance of length of the free
edge is allowed on not more than
two fingers, but under the
condition that the length of the
nail body is not the same.

10 points

10 points

10 points
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Shape

4

Cuticle processing

5

The shape of the free edge can
be arbitrary, but it must match
the shape of the hands and
fingers. The selected shape must
be clear (meet professional
standards), the same and
symmetrical on all fingers.
The cuticles must be removed
perfectly clean, without burrs or
cuts. The pterygium must also be
carefully removed and the nail
folds must be processed. There
should be no redness and skin
irritation, as well as oil or cream.

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

5 points

5 points

5 points

5 points

5 points –

10 points

Free edge
The free edge of the nails should
be smooth, the space under the
nails should be thoroughly
cleaned, without residues of oil
and other materials.

6

Colourless lacquer
coating (5 fingers)

7

8

Lateral ridges /

The coating must be free from
patches and stripes. The sides
and ends of the nails (hairline)
should be completely covered
with lacquer without stripes and
marks on the inside of the nail.
In the cuticle area, the lacquer
should be applied end-to-end to
the cuticle, while on the cuticle
there should be no traces of
material, streaks and negligence.
In the area of the lateral ridges,
the boundary between the
lacquer and the natural nail
should be clear and without pat
and marks on the skin.
The side ridges of the nail should
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lateral sinuses

be soft, smooth, without rough
edges and traces of nail files.
The side ridges must have soft,
elastic skin, free of cuts and
injuries that may be occurred
during the competition.
Moderate redness of the skin of
the ridges is allowed. The lateral
sinuses also need to be
processed.

Penalty points

Penalty points are awarded for
cuts and damage caused to the
model during work, oil or cream
residues.

9

Total number of points

side ridges
5 points –
lateral
sinuses

5 points

5 points

70 points

2. "COMBINED MANICURE"
1 arm is executed.
Junior, time is 40 min
Master/Instructor/VIP, time is 30 min
Each participant must have a model for work with natural, unpolished and rough
nails. Models with artificial nails covered with artificial modelling coatings
(acrylic, gel) are not allowed to enter the contest. On the hands of the model, the
cuticle should be strongly marked, there should also be a pterygium (cuticle).
Participants in this category should be in professional clothing (gown, cap, mask).
Before the beginning of the competition, the hands of the models must be checked
by extras and they must fill in special sheets (nail-check), where there are some
marks about the condition of the cuticle on both hands, the presence of damage and
other defects of the skin and nails.
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The condition of the skin around the nail, as well as the skin of the hands, is also
taken into account when judging.
After passing the "nail-check", the contestant must be tested with five-choice
questions on the topic of "Disinfection and Sterilization" - it is taken into
account when judging.
During testing, there is an assessment of the difficulty level of the future work (the
model's nails should not be smoothed, polished, the free edge is not decorated and
the cuticle is not touched).
Evaluation of the difficulty level of nails*:
5 - nails are not prepared
4 - nails are prepared according to one of the points
3 - nails are prepared according to two of the points
2 - nails are prepared according to three of the points
1 - nails are prepared according to four of the points

* - there is a shape to the free edge of the nails:
- cuticle partially or completely was removed;
- nails are polished or sanded;
- side bolsters are processed;
- lateral sinuses are processed.

IT IS ALLLOWED:
- the use of electric drills and machines for hardware manicure;
- nippers or scissors on the choice of the master;
- base gel polish;
- red gel polish without nacre and glitter;
- finish polish;
- cutters, removers, cuticle softeners.
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Before the beginning of the competition, the tools that will be used to perform
the work (pushers, nippers, scissors, cutters, etc.) must be in closed kraft bags.
Impermeability of kraft bags is checked by the Extras.
Kraft bags are opened on the command 5 minutes before the start, then the tools
should be on special trays. Nail files, brushes and other tools must be in the stands.
A participant can be disqualified in the following cases:
- lateness to the start of the competition;
- inappropriate behaviour in the competition area;
- the hands of the model do not meet the requirements;
- continuation of work after the final signal of the competition;
- leaving the competition area without permission;
- the use of prohibited materials and tools in work.

The task:
The master performs a COMBINED manicure on the one hand.
The second hand is left for comparison when judging.
Be sure to use electric drills (milling cutters).
The shape of the nails is arbitrary, but the length is the same on all fingers.
a) The length of the free edge of the nail on the model should be at least 2 mm so
that the free edge covers the finger cushion.
b) The cuticle on both hands should be in the "unkempt" state.
c) The state of the side rollers should be also "unkempt".
d) The free edge of the nails should not be processed.
Red GEL polish is applied to ALL 5 fingers AS CLOSE TO THE CUTICLE AS
POSSIBLE.
Hand maceration is PROHIBITED.
When judging, the condition of the skin around the nails and hands in general
is taken into account.
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JUDGING CRITERIA AND DESCRIPTION
№

1

2

3

4

Criteria

General impression
(shape + coating)

Difficulty
coefficient

Description

Max score

The general impression is judged
the first time the models pass in
front of each judge. This
criterion reflects the general
level of the competition works,
determines the professional level
and quality of performance. An
5 points
important moment in assessing
this criterion is the aesthetic
impact of the work. It also
determined aspects such as
cleanliness of execution, the
general aesthetics and the vision
of the master.
The first assessment (BEFORE)
is from the nail check. The judge
Before 5
gives the second mark (AFTER)
points / After
by comparing the processed
5 points
hand with the unprocessed hand.

Total cost
of the
criterion

5 points

10 points

Length

The length of the free edge of the
nails can be different, but is
should be in harmony with the
length and shape of the nails.
The length should be equally
proportional to the size of the
nail plate on all fingers. The
variance of length of the free
edge is allowed on not more than
two fingers, but under the
condition that the length of the
nail body is not the same.

10 points

10 points

Shape

The shape of the free edge can
be arbitrary, but it must match
the shape of the hands and
fingers. The selected shape must

10 points

10 points
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5

6

Cuticle processing

Free edge

Gel polish

7

The top quality
(Finish)

8

Nail lateral walls /
lateral sinuses

be clear (meet professional
standards), the same and
symmetrical on all fingers.
The cuticles must be removed
perfectly clean, without burrs or
cuts. The pterygium must also be
carefully removed and the nail
folds must be processed. There
should be no redness and skin
irritation, as well as the rest of
oil or cream.
The free edge of the nails should
be smooth, the space under the
nails should be thoroughly
cleaned, without residues of oil
and other materials.
The work is done on all five
fingers.
Gel polish is applied evenly over
the entire nail bed, including the
hairline. The cover boundary
must be clear and evenly
be on minimum distance from
the cuticle (not more than 0.1
mm). There must not be any
polish under the nails and on the
cuticles.
The topcoat must be applied
accurately and with a high
quality. The surface of the nails
should be mirror-shiny, without
any spots.
The side ridges of the nail should
be soft, smooth, without rough
edges and traces of nail files.
The side ridges must have soft,
elastic skin, free of cuts and
injuries that may be occurred
during the competition.

10 points

10 points

5 points

5 points

15 points

15 points

5 points

5 points

5 points –
nail lateral
walls
10 points
5 points –
lateral
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9

10

Moderate redness of the skin of
sinuses
the ridges is allowed. The lateral
sinuses also need to be
processed.
The correct answers for 5
questions – 5 points.
The correct answers for 4
questions – 4 points.
The correct answers for 3
questions – 3 points.
From 0 to 5
Testing
The correct answers for 2
points
questions – 2 points.
The correct answers for 1
question – 1 point.
There are no correct answers – 0
points.
Penalty points are awarded for
cuts and damage caused to the
Penalty points
model during work, extra
5 points
quantity of oil and for shiny
hands.
Total number of points:
Maximum number of points - 85.

5 points

5 points

85

3. Men's manicure
1 arm is executed.
Junior, time is 40 min
Master/Instructor/VIP, time is 30 min

Each competitor must have a model (a man) to work with natural nails that are not
polished and sanded.
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On the hands of the model cuticle must be pronounced, must be the presence of
pterygium (cuticle).
2. Participants must wear special cloth
(medical gowns or medical jackets, cap, mask, gloves).
3. Before the start of the competition, the hands of the models are checked by
statisticians with the filling of nail-checks, on which marks are made about the
condition of the cuticles on both hands. Damages and other defects of the skin and
nails are noted.
4. Before the competition, the tools with which the work will be performed
(pushers, cutters, scissors, etc.) must be sterile and in sealed Kraft bags.
The tightness of the kraft bags is checked by the statisticians.
Kraft bags are opened on command 5 minutes before the start, then the tools must
be in special trays.
5. A competitor may be disqualified in the following cases:
- being late to the start of the competition
- instrument not packed in a Kraft bag before the start of the competition
- inappropriate behavior in the competition area
- model's hands not conforming to requirements
- continuing to work after the final competition signal
- leaving the competition area by oneself
- use of forbidden materials and tools in the work

The TASK:
1. The master executes a men's manicure with polishing on one hand. The second
hand remains for comparison during judging.
2. Before the competition, the model's hands must be untreated
- The free nail length must not exceed 2 mm
- The cuticle on both hands must be in a neglected condition
- The condition of the lateral shafts must be "neglected
- Free nail edge must not be filed and the nail plate must not be polished
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3. Judging takes into account the condition of the skin around the nails and hands
in general
ALLOWED:
- use of electric drills and machines for hardware manicure
-clippers or scissors at the choice of the master
-Cuticle cutters, removers, cuticle softeners
FORBIDDEN:
- oils and creams
JUDGING CRITERIA AND DESCRIPTION

№

Criteria
General impression

1

Difficulty
coefficient
2

3

Cuticle treatment

Description
The general impression is judged
the first time the models pass in
front of each judge. This
criterion reflects the general
level of the competition works,
determines the professional level
and quality of performance. An
important moment in assessing
this criterion is the aesthetic
impact of the work. It also
determined aspects such as
cleanliness of execution, the
general aesthetics and the vision
of the master.
The first score (BEFORE) is
transferred from the "nail
check". The second grade
(AFTER) the judge gives by
comparing the treated hand with
the untreated hand.
Cuticles must be removed
perfectly clean, with no burrs or

Max score

Total cost
of the
criterion

10 points

10 points

Before 5
points / After
5 points

10 points

10 points

10 points
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cuts. Pterygium must also be
carefully removed and the nail
rollers treated. There must be no
redness or irritation and no oil or
cream.
Free edge
The free edge of the nails
4
should be smooth, the space
under the nails carefully cleaned.
Lateral rollers/lateral Lateral rollers should be soft,
sinuses
smooth, without roughness and
saw marks. Lateral rollers should
have soft, elastic skin, without
5
cuts and injuries that can occur
during the competition.
Moderate redness of the skin of
the rollers is allowed. The lateral
sinuses must also be treated.
Total number of points

5 points

5 points

5 points –
side ridges
5 points –
lateral
sinuses

10 points

45 points

4. DESING WITH GEL POLISH ON TIPS
The theme: "Fashionable image"
Junior, time is 50 min
Master/Instructor/VIP, time is 40 min
1. Each participant performs work on 5 nail tips on sticks.
2. Before the start of the competition, the judges assign a number to each
participant.
3. During the registration procedure, the competitor receives a sheet of nail-check
with the image of the model from the fashion show, in accordance with the style
and manner in which he must complete the salon design. These images will be
prepared on the eve of the competition. The picture will be the same for all
participants in their category.
4. The competitor must create a salon design with colored gels on 5 tips on sticks,
which must suit the image shown in the picture.
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5. When performing the design, the competitor can use only gel materials, gel
paints, gel polishes, color gels, texture gels.
6. The main color of the gel should not be transparent or semitransparent.
7. It is allowed to make a bas-relief (not more than 15%).
8. It is allowed to use any gel top as a phase III (glossy, matte).

It is prohibited:
- the use of acrylic paints;
- the use of lacquer;
- the use of lacquer tops as a top coat;
-the use of decals, stickers, rhinestones, small beads, dried flowers, foil, small net,
phyto-elements;
- creation of three-dimensional details.
Each competitor must have:
- tips for design on sticks on the ring;
- brushes for gel design;
- machine for gel polymerization (uv, led);
- table lamp;
- a set of colored gels, tops, gel paints, gel pastes
(everything that a master needs for work)

JUDGING CRITERIA AND DESCRIPTION
№
1

Criteria
General impression

2

Color score

3

Difficulty

Description
General impression from work
(Harmony and cleanliness).
Colour harmony, selection of
colors and their combination.
The variety of technologies and

Max score

Total cost
of the
criterion

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points
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coefficient

4

Composition/
Makeup

techniques used during the
performance is evaluated. The
skill of the master to work with
gel polish.
Composition miniature.
Accuracy and cleanliness of
work.
The integrity of the created
picture is assessed (dynamism,
development of the storyline)

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

Ability to combine design
elements on a subject.
5

Cleanliness of
composition
performance

6

Covering density

7

Covering surface

8

Image concordance

9

Penalty points

Clarity and purity of colors and
lines. Neatness of the design.

Gel polish should be evenly
coated. The thickness and
density of the coating must be
5 points
5 points
identical on all 5 nails, without
"bald patch" and brush marks.
Covering surface must be
smooth, without patches and
5 points
5 points
fossa.
Is the design suitable in color
and style for the given image, is
it harmonious with the overall
10 points
10 points
image of the model?
Does it highlight the silhouette
of the outfit and its color?
Penalty points are awarded for
the use of prohibited materials
5 points
5 points
in this category and for making
3D elements.
Total number of points:
70
Maximum number of points - 70.
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5. Salon modelling "Almond" coated
1 hand must be made
Junior, time is 2 hours
Master/Instructor/VIP, time is 1.30 hour

The task:
To design on one hand nails in the form of "Classic Almond" with symmetrical
lateral sides (it’s a necessary condition), coated in a red classic polish of any
company. The coating should be smooth without streaks or pile, and the
application cleanliness near the cuticle is assessed.
1. The contest is held in categories: juniors / masters / instructor / VIP.
2. For the model, the length of the free edge of natural nails should not be longer
than 1 mm.
3. The work is performed on the nails of one hand. The other hand is not used in
the nomination.
4. The work must be done on the forms, the forms can be selected in advance, but
not done.
5. The cuticle must be cleaned. Oil usage should be minimal.

Obligatory conditions:
1. Nails should be modeled using the gel technique with a red gel / gel polish.
2. It is allowed to use jaw, tweezers.
3. It is allowed to use any preparations to make the nails shine.

It is prohibited:
Tips, decals, stickers, 3D details, top molds, liquid tips.

JUDGING CRITERIA AND DESCRIPTION
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№

1

2

3

Criteria

General impression

Length of nails

Shape

4

Longitudinal arches
(C - curves, side
view)

5

Upper arch
(lateral curve)

Description
Professionalism, cleanliness and
neatness of nail modelling.
Refinement and elegance.
General impression of hands and
nails.
The length of the free edge of the
nails must be harmonious and
precise, must harmonize with the
shape of the model's hands.
The nails length should be
equally proportional on all 5
fingers. The nails length on the
index, middle and ring fingers
must be the same; the nail length
of the little finger should be 1
mm shorter. The nail length of
the thumb finger should be 2 mm
longer.
The length ratio of the nail bed
to the length of the free edge is
FROM 2 to 1 TO 1 to 1.
The shape must meet the
announced work "Salon
Almond" with symmetrical
lateral sides.
Longitudinal arches are lines
extending from the cuticle to the
edge of the nail about the
vertical axis of the nail. The arch
should have its highest point,
which should be at the same
length from the cuticle to the
edge on all five nails.
The cross-sectional shape of the
surface must meet the shape of
the lower arch. The shape of the
surface (cross-section of arch)
should also be symmetrical and

Max score

Total cost
of the
criterion

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points
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6

Lateral lines

7

Side walls (palm
side view)

8

Lower arch
(face view)

9

Hairline

equally proportional on all nails
without deviations.
The lateral lines of the simulated
nail and the lateral lines of the
natural nail should have a
horizontal direction (repeating
the direction of the centerline of
the finger) and make a straight
line without grooves and
notches.
The side walls of the free edge of
the nail must be straight from the
nail bed and smoothly round off
towards the tip of the nail and be
a clear and straight continuation
of the walls of the nail bed,
without grooves and dents.
The lower arch should be even
and have the same semicircular
shape throughout the entire
length of the free edge of the
simulated nail.
The sizes of the lower arches
should be proportional to the size
of the simulated nails and make
up the same percentage (from 20
to 35%) from the full
circumference on all nails.
The lower arches of all nails
should be symmetrical and have
the same shape.
The “hairline” of the free edge of
the nail should be even
throughout the perimeter and
have the same thickness on all 5
nails.
The thickness of the "hairline"
should not exceed the thickness
of the business card (0.5mm).

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

5 points

5 points

5 points

5 points
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10

Cuticle

11

Work cleanliness

The thickness and uniformity of
the "hairline" of the side walls
should be the same.
The cuticle should be processed,
without cuts, the colored coating
should be as even as possible
and as close to the cuticle area as
possible.
Precision and cleanliness that
allow to get the job done without
dirt and blots.
The presence of bubbles is not
allowed.
Color purity:
evenly and cleanly, without sags
and streaks.
Color density:
The color should “lie” evenly,
tightly, without stripes and bald
spots.

12

13

Coating

Penalty points

Application in the cuticle area,
cleanliness:
The coverage boundary must be
clear, uniform and be on
minimum distance from the
cuticle (not more than 0.1 mm)

5 points

5 points

10 points

10 points

5 points

5 points

5 points

Top coat quality:
The top coat must be smooth and
even, without any defects and
5 points
have an excellent gloss finish.
When the model gets injuries
(skin cuts, sawing natural nails,
5 points
etc.) in the process of modelling.
Total number of points:
Maximum number of points - 115.

20 points

5 points
115
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6. Salon modeling in the form of a
"square" - white French
1 hand must be made
Juniors, time is 2 hours
Master/Instructor/VIP – time is 1.30 hour

The task:
1. It is necessary to model nails that meet the standards of "salon modelling" in the
shape of "Square" (arch 30-35%). Nail modeling is performed on forms.
2. The shape of the free edge should be square, a soft square is allowed. The
lengthening of the nail bed with camouflage material should be performed.
3. French design is carried out using the "Drawing" technique, i.e. French should
be done with white gel paint, gel polish, gel paste.
4. The material for work is gel.
FORBIDDEN: Use stencils for french, varnishes, paints, top forms, tips, liquid tips
for nail modeling.

JUDGING CRITERIA AND DESCRIPTION
№

Criteria

1

General impression

2

Length of nails

Description
Professionalism, cleanliness and
neatness of nail modelling.
Refinement and elegance.
General impression of hands and
nails.
The length of the free edge of the
nails must harmonize with the
shape of the model's nails and
hands.

Max score

Total cost
of the
criterion

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points
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The nails length on the index,
middle and ring fingers must be
the same.
The nail length of the thumb
fingers should be 2 mm longer.
The nail length of the little
fingers should be 2 mm shorter,
than on the index, middle and
ring fingers.

3

Free edge shape

4

C - curves,
(lateral curve)

5

Upper arch
(lateral curve)

The selected length of the free
edge and the nail bed must have
a ratio of not less than 1:2 and
not more than 1:1 (relative to the
central axis of the nail).
The shape of the free edge
should harmonize with the shape
of the nail bed and with the
length of the nails that will be
modeled.
Direction of artificial nails
should be a direct continuation
of the fingers, creating a visual
effect of parallelism of the nails
between themselves and fingers
in general. The shape of the free
edge must be clear, symmetrical
and the same on all nails without
deviations.
The convexity of the nail should
be smooth and uniform (without
fossa and elevations). The higher
zone should have equally
proportional height and position
on all nails.
The cross-sectional shape of the
surface must meet the shape of
the lower arch. The shape of the
surface (cross-section of arch)

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points
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6

7

8

9

10

should also be symmetrical and
equally proportional on all nails
without deviations.
The lateral lines of the simulated
nail and the lateral lines of the
natural nail should have a
Lateral lines
horizontal direction (repeating
the direction of the centerline of
the finger) and make a straight
line of notches.
The side walls of the free edge of
the nail must be parallel and be
Side walls (palm
a clear and straight continuation
side view)
of the walls of the nail bed,
without grooves and dents.
The artificial polish should not
have a visible transition in the
cuticle area.
Artificial polish
The border should be uniform
border in the cuticle along the entire perimeter and be
area
located on the same distance
from the cuticle, but not more
than 0.1 mm.
The lower arch should be
uniform and have the same
semicircular shape throughout
the entire length of the free edge
of the simulated nail.
The sizes of the lower arches
Lower arch
should be proportional to
(tunnel)
the size of the simulated nails
and be from 30 to 35% of the
circumference on all nails.
The lower arches of all nails
should be symmetrical and
uniform in shape.
The “hairline” of the free edge of
the nail should be even
Hairline
throughout the perimeter and
have the same thickness on all 5
nails.

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

35

11

12

13

Nail dirt

“Smile” line

Cleanliness of
materials

14

Top cover

15

Penalty points

The thickness of the "hairline"
should not exceed the thickness
of the business card (0.5mm).
The thickness and uniformity of
the "hairline" of the side walls
should be the same.
The internal surface of the nails
should be even and smooth.
Any contamination (residues of
dust, gel, oil and other materials)
on the nails and under them is
not allowed.
The smile line should be done
in WHITE colour.
The height and shape of the
“smile” line should be in
harmony with the size and shape
of the nails being modeled. The
“smile” line should be
symmetrical and keep the given
proportions the same on all nails.
“Smile” line quality:
The “smile” line should be clear
and uniform throughout its entire
length. The natural nail should
not be seen.
If a contestant has such a defect,
it leads to a decrease in points
for quality.
The nail plate should have a
uniform camouflage color,
without "marble shadows".
Bubbles are not allowed.
The top gel coat should be
smooth and uniform, without any
imperfections, and have an
excellent high gloss finish.
When the model gets injuries
(skin cuts, sawing natural nails,
etc.) in the process of modelling.

5 points

Height and
shape - 5
points

5 points

10 points

Quality - 5
points

5 points
10 points
5 points

10 points

10 points

5 points

5 points
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Total number of points:

135

Maximum number of points - 135

7. Nail modeling form "STYLET"
1 hand must be made
Junior, time is 2.30 hours
Master/Instructor/VIP, time is 2 hours

The task:
1. The competition is held in categories: junior / master / instructor / VIP.
2. The length of the free edge of the natural nails of the model should not exceed 1
mm.
3. The work is performed on the nails of one hand.
4. The work must be done on the forms, the forms can be selected in advance, but
not made.
5. Materials for prof. nail modelling should be used in work:
acrylics, colored acrylics, glitter acrylics, gels, colored gels, glitter gels.

Obligatory conditions:
1. Nails should be modeled using any technique and include a minimum set of
technologies - the combination of acrylic, gel and painting.
2. The length of the free edge of the nail should be no less that 3 cm and should
harmonize with the shape of the hands.
3. Electric drills are allowed to use during work.
4. To make nails shine, it is allowed to use any products.
5. It is allowed to make bas-relief - 10% and modelling. The bas-relief should not
be located around the perimeter of the free edge.
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6. It is allowed: rhinestones, small beads, dried flowers, foil, small net, phyto
elements, but not more than 15%.
It is forbidden: tips, decals, stickers, three-dimensional parts, pre-prepared
modelling elements.

JUDGING CRITERIA AND DESCRIPTION
№

1

Criteria

General impression

2

Shape

3

Length

Description
The general impression is judged
the first time the models pass in
front of each judge. This
criterion reflects the general
level of the competition works,
determines the professional level
and quality of performance.
An important moment in
assessing this criterion is the
aesthetic impact of the work. It
also determined aspects such as
cleanliness of execution, the
general aesthetics and the vision
of the master.
The shape of the nails must meet
the requirements of the "classic
stylet" shape, with symmetrical
lateral sides, it is necessary
condition.
The length of the free edge of the
nails should be the same on all 5
fingers and should harmonize
with the shape of the model’s
hands.
The nails length must be the
same on the index, middle and
ring fingers. On the thumbs it
should be 2 mm longer than on
the index, middle and ring
fingers.

Max score

Total cost
of the
criterion

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

5 points

5 points
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4

Lateral lines
(lateral view)

5

Side walls (palm
side view)

6

Longitudinal arches
(C - curves)
(side view)

7

Longitudinal arches
(C - curves)
(face view)

The lateral lines of the nails on
the right and left sides should be
clear extensions of the lateral
nails grooves of natural nails
without flows, constrictions,
curvatures, parallel to each other.
During visual inspection from
the palm side, the side walls
should be symmetrical with
respect to each other.
The thickness of these walls
should be uniform along the
entire length of the free edge and
be not thicker than a business
card.
Trapezoidal with uneven
wall thickness is considered to
be a serious mistake.
Longitudinal arches are lines
extending from the cuticle to the
edge of the nail about the
vertical axis of the nail,
reflecting the general
construction style.
The arch should have curve form
and apex (the highest point)
which should be at the same
length from the cuticle to the
edge on all five nails.
* The apex is located at the
intersection of the vertical of the
nail and the horizontal line in the
2nd zone.
A smooth change in curvature
from the edge of the nail to the
cuticle is taken into account.
The C-curve should be uniform
and smooth from the edge of the
nail to the cuticle without
sagging, sawing through and
prominencies.

5 points

5 points

5 points

5 points

10 points

10 points

10 points

10 points
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8

Cuticle

9

Surface quality

10

Work cleanliness

11

Difficulty/
technique

12

Colour score

13

Composition/
Makeup

14

Discovery of the
theme

The transition line of the
artificial polish in the cuticle
area should not be visible to the
eye or feeling. The border should
be uniform along the entire
5 points
perimeter and it should be at the
same distance from the cuticle,
but it does not move away from
it more than 0.2 mm.
The surface of the nail should be
flat, without flows and grooves,
5 points
and have a glassy luster.
The thoroughness of the details
processing of the work, the
accuracy and purity of mastering
the techniques, which allow you
5 points
to perform the work without
blurry elements, without dirt and
blots, are evaluated.
The complexity of the work, the
quantity and quality of the
Difficulty - 5
combination of materials, the
points
ability to create versatility, the
depth of the composition
Technique (aquarium effect, the use of
5
painting, special materials, the
points
execution of a bas-relief) are
evaluated.
Colour proficiency is estimated.
5 points
The composition of the work
should be clear on all 5 fingers.
Composition
All details should complement
each other and reflect the
5 points
master’s idea.
Being a private version of the
general composition on a
Makeup separate nail, it is important that
5 points
the elements are arranged.
The theme of the work should
reflect the "personal" theme of
5 points
the master - in the context of the

5 points

5 points

5 points

10 points

5 points

10 points

5 points
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15

main theme of the Competition,
be clear and easily
understandable without special
instructions and explanations.
The contestant gets penalty
points when the model gets
Penalty points
injuries (skin cuts, sawing
5 points
natural nails, etc.) in the process
of modelling.
Total number of points:
Maximum number of points - 100.

5 points

100

8. "DECORATIVE FRENCH" gel
technology
1 hand must be made
Juniors, time is 2 hours
Master/Instructor/VIP, time is 1.45 hour

"Decorative french" (French manicure with the obligatory use of camouflage
material on the nail body and the obligatory lengthening of the nail plate, free edge
- aquarium design).
1. The length of the free edge of natural model’s nails should not exceed 1 mm.
2. The work must be done on the forms, the forms can be selected in advance, but
not be made.
3. Materials for professional nail modelling should be used in the work: gels, color
gels, glitter gels, polygels, 3D plasticine gels.
4. The work is performed on the nails of one hand. The other hand is not used in
the nomination.

Obligatory conditions:
1. Prolongation of the nail plate with camouflage material (gel, polygel).
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2. In absence of a visible part of the prolongation from the palm side, the master is
disqualified.
3. The shape of the “smile” line should be only classic, and correspond to the
classic style. The “smile” line should be identical on all 5 nails.
4. The free edge of the nail should be made using the "aquarium" technique.
5. Nails should be modeled using the "Fold-out French" technique and include the
maximum set of design technologies in the "aquarium" free edge.
6. The shape of the free edge of the nail should be square, a "soft" square shape is
acceptable too.
7. The length of the free edge of the nail should harmonize with the shape of the
hands and with the shape of the prolongated nail bed and should not exceed it in
length.
8. Electric drills are allowed to use.
9. It is allowed to use any products to make nails shine.
10. It is allowed to make painting, bas-relief and modelling – 15-20% on the
surface of nails. The volumetric design should not be located around the perimeter
of the free edge and along the cuticle.
11. It is allowed to use: rhinestones, small beads, dried flowers, foil, small nets,
aerography, but not more than 20%.
Prohibited materials: tips, decals, stickers, three-dimensional details, stamping,
pre-prepared molding elements, use of top and liquid tips.

JUDGING CRITERIA AND DESCRIPTION
№

1

Criteria

General impression

Description

Max score

Total cost
of the
criterion

The general impression is judged
the first time the models pass in
front of each judge. This
criterion reflects the general
level of the competition works,
determines the professional level
and quality of performance. An
important moment in assessing
this criterion is the aesthetic

10 points

10 points
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2

Shape

3

Length

4

Lateral lines
(lateral view)

impact of the work. It also
determined aspects such as
cleanliness of execution, the
general aesthetics and the vision
of the master.
The shape of the nails must be
square or "soft" square, and the
shape must be identical on all 5
nails. The chosen shape must
harmonize with the length and
shape of the model's fingers. In
this criterion, special attention is
paid to the geometry of the nails
(parallelism).
The length of the free edge can
be arbitrary, but it must not
exceed the length of the
prolongated nail body and be in
harmony with the shape of the
model's hands. The length of the
free edge of the nail must be
identical on all 5 nails. The
length of the nails on the index,
middle and ring fingers should
be the same on both hands. The
length of thumb nails must be
2mm longer than on index,
middle and ring fingers. The
selected length of the free edge
and the nail bed must have a
ratio no less than 2:3 and not
more than 1:1.
The lateral lines of the nails on
the right and left sides must be
clear continuations of the lateral
nail grooves lines of natural nails
without flows, constrictions and
curvatures, and they must be also
parallel to each other. The ideal
lateral line is parallel and
coincides the lateral axis of the

10 points

10 points

5 points

5 points

10 points

10 points
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5

Lateral nail walls
(palm view)

6

Longitudinal arches
(C - curves, side
view)

7

Cross arches
(C - curves, face
view)

8

Low arches
(face view)

toe.
During an examination from the
palm side, the lateral nail walls
must be strictly parallel to each
other. The thickness of these
walls must be uniform along the
entire length of the free edge and
not thicker than a business card.
Trapezoidal nails with different
nail wall thickness are
considered to be a serious
mistake.
Longitudinal arches are lines
extending from the cuticle to the
edge of the nail about the
vertical axis of the nail,
reflecting general construction
style. The arch must have a
slightly curved shape and the
apex (the highest point), which
should be at the same distance
from the cuticle to the edge on
all 5 nails. During comparison
the arches on all 5 nails, they
must be completely identical.
First of all, this criterion takes
into account the smooth change
in curvature from the edge of the
nail to the cuticle. C-curves must
be uniform and smooth from the
edge of the nail to the cuticle
without flows, sawing through
and prominencies. The cross
arches on the five nails must be
exactly the same.
The lower arches must fully
correspond to the upper arches,
have 40-50% of curvature from
the side of free edge, should be
symmetrical and identical on
five nails. Flows and

5 points

10 points

5 points

10
points

10 points

10
points

5 points

5 points
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9

Hairline
(face view)

10

“Smile” line
(one hand is
estimated)

prominencies are considered to
be a mistake in the construction
of the lower arches.
“Hairline” is the thickness
between the upper arch line of
the free nail edge and the lower
arch line of the free nail edge.
The thickness of the "hairline"
should not exceed the thickness
of the business card (0.5mm).
5 points
Nails with a free edge that does
not exceed the thickness of a
sheet of paper (0.2 mm) are
highly appreciated. The
“hairline” should be the same on
five nails.
The smile line is evaluated
according to three sub-criteria:
Smile shape:
It must be symmetrical on 5 nails
and reflect the contest
requirements along with the
shape of the model's fingers,
nails and hands and emphasize
their grace.
Cleanliness:
Shape – 5
A smile is a clear line that
points
separates the prolongation of the
Cleanliness –
nail body and the free edge. This
5 points
line should be clear and
Symmetry –
contrasting, without curvature, as
5 points
well as without flows and fusion
of camouflage and colored
materials. Blurredness, sewing
through the sides of the “smile”
are considered to be a serious
mistake.
Smile symmetry: “Smile”
symmetry is the symmetry of the
"angles" of the smile relative to
the central axis of the nail. When

5 points

15 points
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11

Cuticle

12

Camouflage quality

viewed from above, one half of
the smile line must be
completely symmetrical with the
other half of the smile and they
must be at the same level.
The transition line of the
artificial polish in the cuticle
area should not be visible to the
eye or feeling. The border must
be uniform along the entire
5 points
perimeter and it must be at the
same distance from the cuticle,
but it does not move away from
it more than 0.2 mm.
This criterion is assessed
according to two subcriteria:
The uniformity of the
camouflage material (top view):
according to the contest
conditions, and in order to
achieve the ideal natural
appearance of the nails, the
uniformity of
competitor must lengthen the
the
natural nail bed of the model
camouflage
using camouflage material, from material – 5
the cuticle the color must
points,
gradually intensify from
transparent to dense at the smile
elongation
line.
uniformity –
Elongation uniformity (top
5 points
view):
lengthening with camouflage
elongation
materials must be done in such a cleanliness –
way that the impression and
5 points
effect of a natural nail bed is
created. The body length of the
nail must be the same on all
nails, taking into account the
proportions of the little fingers
and thumbs.
Elongation cleanliness (palm

5 points

15 points
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13

14

15

16

17

18

view):
the visible part of the elongation
of the camouflage material must
be at least 2mm. The boundary
between materials must be clear
and clean.
The surface of the nail should be
Surface quality
smooth, without flows and
5 points
grooves, and have a glass luster.
This criterion evaluates the
thoroughness of the details
performance of the work, the
accuracy and cleanliness of the
Work cleanliness
5 points
technique, that allows the
contestant to perform the work
without blurry elements, dirt and
blots.
This criterion evaluates the
difficulty of the work, the
Difficulty –
number of used design
5 points,
Difficulty/technique
techniques, the ability to create
technique – 5
versatility, the depth of the
points
composition (aquarium effect).
The contestant’s mastery of the
color laws and color
combination is assessed. The
Colour score
5 points
color must be harmoniously
introduced into the work
composition.
The composition must be clear
on all 5 fingers.
All details must complement
each other, creating a general
Composition
Composition /
composition and reflect the
– 5 points
Makeup
contestant’s idea.
Makeup – 5
It is important that the elements
points
located on each nail are arranged
according to the general
compositional laws.
Discovery of the
The theme of the work should
5 points
theme
reflect the "personal" theme of

5 points

5 points

10 points

5 points

10 points

5 points
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19

Penalty points

the master - in the context of the
main competition theme.
The topic should be clear and
easily understandable without
special instructions or
explanations.
Penalty points are awarded by
the judges if during the work the
contestant injured the model’s
hands.
Among injuries there are skin
cuts, sawing through natural
nails, etc.

Total number of points
Maximum number of points - 145.

5 points

5 points

145 points

9.Competitive nail modeling - a lay-out
French"
1 hand is performed
Juniors time 1 hour 40 min
Master / Instructor / VIP time 1 hour 30 min

The task:
- The participant must perform the classic modeling of nails on one hand gel.
- The participant himself chooses on which hand to model nails in the conditions of
the competition. The judges in the field mark the hand on the nail-check, the nails
of which will be performed in the competition area.
The second hand is not counted when judging.
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- For the model, the length of the free edge of natural nails should not exceed 1
mm.
- Nails should be modeled using the technique - folding jacket "
- The nail bed should be modeled with camouflage material
- The lengthening of the nail bed must be visible from the back
- The shape of the free edge of the nails should be square, acceptable
form "soft" square.
- The free edge of the nails should be fully modeled with a bright white gel.
- The length of the free edge of the nails and the nail bed must have a ratio of not
less than 2: 3 and not more than 1: 1.
- The smile line should be classic.
- The thickness of the free edge of the nails should not exceed the thickness of a
business card (0.5 mm). The higher grade will be the thickness of the free edge,
made in the thickness of the sheet of paper (0.2mm).
- The size of the lower arch should be within 40 - 50% of the circumference
- S-curves (longitudinal arches) must not be flat or too convex and must be
identical on all 5 nails.
Allowed: use of a fraser (apparatus)
Forbidden:
- mix technologies (acrylic, gel).
- use of any kind of tips, upper forms during work.
JUDGING CRITERIA AND DESCRIPTION
№

1

Criteria

General impression

Description

Max score

Total cost
of the
criterion

This criterion is assessed the first
time the models pass in front of
each judge. The general
impression reflects the general
level of work at the competition,
determines the professional level
and quality of work. Important in
assessing the criterion is the

10 points

10 points
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2

Shape

3

Length

4

Lateral lines
(lateral view)

5

Lateral nail walls
(palm view)

aesthetic impact of the work, the
cleanliness of the work, the
general aesthetics and vision of
the master, the conformity of the
work performed to the shape of
the model's hands and fingers.
The shape of the free edge of the
nails should be square or soft
square, while the shape should
be identical on all 5 nails. The
shape chosen should match the
length and shape of the model's
fingers. In this criterion, special
attention is paid to the geometry
of the nails (parallelism).
The length of the nails on the
index, middle, ring finger should
be the same between each other.
The length on the little finger
may be slightly shorter than on
the middle 3 fingers. The length
of the thumbnail should be 2mm
longer than the middle 3 toes.
The selected length of the free
edge and the nail bed should
have a ratio of not less than 2: 3
and not more than 1: 1 (relative
to the central axis of the finger).
The lateral lines of the nails on
the right and left sides should be
clear extensions of natural nails
without sagging, pinching and
curvature, and also parallel to
each other. The ideal lateral line
is parallel and aligned with the
lateral axis of the toe.
The side walls when viewed
from the side of the palm should
be strictly parallel to each other.
The thickness of these walls
should be uniform along the

10 points

10 points

5 points

5 points

10 points

10 points

5 points

5 points
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6

Longitudinal arches
(C - curves, side
view)

7

Cross arches
(C - curves, face
view)

8

Low arches
(face view)

9

Hairline
(face view)

entire length of the free edge and
not thicker than a standard sheet
of paper.
Longitudinal arches are
understood as stretching from
the cuticle to the edge of the nail,
relative to the vertical axis of the
nail, reflecting the general design
style. The arch should have a
slightly curved shape and an
apex * (highest point) that
should
First of all, this criterion takes
into account the smooth change
in curvature from the edge of the
nail to the cuticle. C-curves must
be uniform and smooth from the
edge of the nail to the cuticle
without flows, sawing through
and prominencies. The cross
arches on the five nails must be
exactly the same.
The lower arches must fully
correspond to the upper arches,
have 40-50% of curvature from
the side of free edge, should be
symmetrical and identical on
five nails. Flows and
prominencies are considered to
be a mistake in the construction
of the lower arches.
“Hairline” is the thickness
between the upper arch line of
the free nail edge and the lower
arch line of the free nail edge.
The thickness of the "hairline"
should not exceed the thickness
of the business card (0.5mm).
Nails with a free edge that does
not exceed the thickness of a
sheet of paper (0.2 mm) are

10 points

10
points

10 points

10
points

5 points

5 points

5 points

5 points
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10

“Smile” line
(one hand is
estimated)

11

Cuticle

highly appreciated. The
“hairline” should be the same on
five nails.
The smile line is evaluated
according to three sub-criteria:
Smile shape:
It must be symmetrical on 5 nails
and reflect the contest
requirements along with the
shape of the model's fingers,
nails and hands and emphasize
their grace.
Cleanliness:
A smile is a clear line that
separates the prolongation of the
nail body and the free edge. This
Shape – 5
line should be clear and
points
contrasting, without curvature, as Cleanliness –
well as without flows and fusion
5 points
of camouflage and colored
Symmetry –
materials. Blurredness, sewing
5 points
through the sides of the “smile”
are considered to be a serious
mistake.
Smile symmetry: “Smile”
symmetry is the symmetry of the
"angles" of the smile relative to
the central axis of the nail. When
viewed from above, one half of
the smile line must be
completely symmetrical with the
other half of the smile and they
must be at the same level.
The transition line of the
artificial polish in the cuticle
area should not be visible to the
eye or feeling. The border must
5 points
be uniform along the entire
perimeter and it must be at the
same distance from the cuticle,
but it does not move away from

15 points

5 points
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12

Camouflage quality

13

Surface quality

19

Penalty points

it more than 0.2 mm.
This criterion is assessed
according to two subcriteria:
The uniformity of the
camouflage material (top view):
according to the contest
conditions, and in order to
achieve the ideal natural
appearance of the nails, the
competitor must lengthen the
natural nail bed of the model
using camouflage material, from uniformity of
the cuticle the color must
the
gradually intensify from
camouflage
transparent to dense at the smile
material – 5
line.
points,
Elongation uniformity (top
view):
elongation
lengthening with camouflage
uniformity –
materials must be done in such a
5 points
way that the impression and
effect of a natural nail bed is
elongation
created. The body length of the
cleanliness –
nail must be the same on all
5 points
nails, taking into account the
proportions of the little fingers
and thumbs.
Elongation cleanliness (palm
view):
the visible part of the elongation
of the camouflage material must
be at least 2mm. The boundary
between materials must be clear
and clean.
The surface of the nail should be
smooth, without flows and
5 points
grooves, and have a glass luster.
Penalty points are awarded by
the judges if during the work the
5 points
contestant injured the model’s
hands.

15 points

5 points

5 points
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Among injuries there are skin
cuts.
Total number of points
Maximum number of points - 145.

125 points

10. FULL IMAGE
THEME «FANTASY IMAGE»
The task:
1. Participants must create an extravagant creative look with makeup, hairstyle and
outfit. The model should be dressed extravagantly, in accordance with the given
theme.
Body art is allowed to do.
2. The image must be created by the competitor and his assistant(s) before the
model enters the competition arena.
3. Makeup and hairstyle must be done professionally. The hairstyle can contain
complex make-up artist’s elements, a creative headdress (crown, hat, etc.) is
allowed.
4. The costume should correspond to the general idea. The harmonious
combination of all work elements (hairstyle, makeup, nail design, nail modelling,
accessories, costume) is highly estimated.
5. It is allowed to perform stylized images that replicate any famous characters in
anime, books, films, etc., but they must not infringe the copyright of the copyright
holders!
6. The model must be carefully selected to show the competitor’s idea. It is very
important during work evaluation. Showiness, emotional attractiveness, natural
beauty are the main criteria when choosing a model.
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7. The model’s pass should be: spectacular, best presented, emotionally competent,
graceful and elegant.
It is valuated: the mood of the model, the presentation of the contestant’s work, the
mood of the image. Also, the model must be aware of proper behavior during
judging!
8. It is allowed to use any equipment (tool). Sophisticated nail modelling and
technically laborious decoration are highly appreciated. A nail design containing a
combination of different techniques is welcome.
9. Nails should be made only from prof. materials for modelling and design of
nails, designer jewelry (small beads, rhinestones, etc.)
10. Nails can be of any shape and length. The use of a wide variety of prof.
materials and techniques.
It is allowed to use non-nail decorative elements, but not more than 20% of the
total work.
During estimation much attention is paid to the cuticle area.
The area between the artificial nail and the natural one should be clean and neat.
Without gaps or glue materials.
11. The work is performed on simulated nails, the shape is arbitrary. The judges'
assessment is based on the creativity and artistic quality of the result.

JUDGING CRITERIA AND DESCRIPTION

№

1

2

Criteria

MODEL

IMAGE

Model pass
Artistry
The originality of the image
presentation
Model behaviour
General impression of the outfit
Image concordance
- hairstyle
- makeup

Points
max.
min.
15
8
10
6
15

8

10
20

6
10

15

8
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3

NAILS

Concordance of music
accompaniment
General impression
Difficulty
Technique / Mastery
Originality
Discovery of the theme
Cleanliness / Accuracy of the
work
Colour score
Makeup / Composition
Nail installation
TOTAL

10

6

15
20
20
15
15

8
10
10
8
8

15

8

15
15
15
240

8
8
8
128
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EXTRAMURAL NOMINATIONS

1. MULTIFACETED WORK, THE HIGHEST
PROFECCIONALISM
ANY COMPLEX WORK OF THE MASTER, USING ALL THE TECHNIQUES AND
NAIL ACCESSORIES
The master must show all professionalism with his own work.
All participants are awarded.
The work must be clean, multifaceted, completely made of accessories used in the
corresponding section.
Work that uses several techniques will be welcomed, it must be distinguished by
individuality and work cleanliness.
It can be an object – decoration, painting, craft work, decoration, etc.
All participants are awarded.

2. NEW YEAR’S TOY
(only WINTER BEUTYSPARTAKIADA)
THEME: “FREE”
It is carried out among the finished works (participants do the work in advance, not
during the competition).
The attendance of the competitor who presents the work is not necessary.
The task:
To make a design in any technique (absolutely any technique – painting /
modelling / carving, etc.) on a New Year's toy.
The size of the toy must not be more than 15 cm in diameter.
Be sure that the work contains:
- Surname / name of the participant;
- Country / city;
- Year.
ATTENTION
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The New Year’s toy should stay in the museum of the festival to decorate the
Christmas tree, the symbol of the New Year (it takes place annually)
All participants are awarded.

3. SEA SHELL
(only SUMMER BEUTYSPARTAKIADA)

Theme 1: “SEA SHELL – PAINTING – Free”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
do the work in advance, not during the competition). The attendance of the
contestant who represents the work is not necessary.
Each participant must perform artistic hand-painting on the NATURAL SEA
SHELL in any technique and with any material (absolutely any material) for
painting nails.
The shell must be - MARINE.
The size of the shell must not be more than 15 cm in diameter.
Shell shape and texture is any.
It is forbidden to create a volumetric / aquarium effect, any modelling and
carving.

Theme 2: “SEA SHELL - MIX - Free”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
do the work in advance, not during the competition). The attendance of the
contestant who represents the work is not necessary.
ATTENTION! The shell must be - NATURAL AND MARINE
The size of the shell must not be more than 15 cm in diameter.
The shape and texture of the shell is any!
Be sure that the work contains:
- Surname / name of the participant;
- Country / city;
- Year.
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The competitor must create a design on a SEA SHELL using 3 techniques:
AQUARIUM HAND PAINTING, BAS-RELIEF AND 3D elements.
Acrylic, watercolors, varnishes, satin and glossy finishes are allowed to be used.
The use of a finishing gel coat is allowed.
3D parts should not be higher than 4 cm and fill more than 30% of the shell
surface.
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

4. PURE CRYSTAL – INCRUSTATION
Theme 1: “Nail tips incrustation”
Theme 2: “3D MIX- incrustation on the nail tips”
Theme 3: "Object Incrustation - In Flat"
Theme 4: "3D incrustation on an object"
General position:
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
do the work in advance, not during the competition). The attendance of the
contestant who represents the work is not necessary.

The competitor must execute an incrusted design on nail tips (artificial nails). Tipls
are placed and mounted in a container (box, display). The container with tips
should have a transparent lid, which must be opened. Also, the tips can be designed
in an open frame.
To give an additional general impression, it is possible to design the container or
its background with some design or decor made by the master’s hand (it does not
affect the total number of points).
The number of tips - 10 items.
The length of tips - from 5 to 10 cm.
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The shape of tips - any.

Theme 1: “Nail tips incrustation”

The task:
The competitor must execute the incrustation on tips according to the task of the
theme of the nomination.
The shape of rhinestones or crystals is arbitrary.
The size of rhinestones or crystals is from 1 to 10 mm in diameter.
Allowed:
- the use of pearls, but not more than 3% of the total design volume and the
diameter of the pearls should not exceed 0.2 cm;
- it is allowed to use imitation of stones and rhinestones that are made by hand. The
total volume of stones should not exceed 5% of the total volume of work. The size
of the stones should not exceed 0.5 cm;
- the use of small beads is allowed, but not more than 15% of the total design
volume;
- painting, but not more than 5% of the total design;
- a bas-relief, but not more than 20% of the total design (must also be inlaid). The
height of the bas-relief is 0.6 cm.

Forbidden:
- creating 3 D elements
- gluing the nail tips together
- the use of materials that are not for modelling and design of nails;
- the use of stickers, foil, small nets, phyto elements, stencils, stampings.
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.
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Theme 2: “3D MIX- incrustation on the nail tips”
The task:
The competitor must execute the incrustation on tips according to the task of the
theme of the nomination.
The shape of rhinestones or crystals is arbitrary.
The size of rhinestones or crystals is from 1 to 20 mm in diameter.
In this theme of the nomination, the main thing is the inrustation of 3D elements.
Incrustation of tips - not less than 10% of the total surface volume.
Allowed:
- Creation of 3D elements - OBLIGATORY! - Three-dimensional elements must
be incrusted in accordance with the idea of the master!
- the location of non-inlaid elements on the nails, made by the hand of the master
(from gel, polygel, acrylic, etc.) and corresponding to the semantic idea of the
competition work, but not more than 15% of the total area of work;
- the use of pearls must be not more than 20% of the total design area and the
diameter of the pearls must not exceed 1 cm;
- it is allowed to use imitation stones and rhinestones made by hand. The total
number of stones must not exceed 15% of the total area of work. The size of the
stones must not exceed 1.5 cm.
- it is allowed to use small breads, but not more than 15% of the total design area.
- painting must be not more than 5% of the total design;
- bas-relief must be not more than 15% of the total design (inlay is not necessary).
The height of the bas-relief is up to 1 cm.

Forbidden:
- gluing the nail tips together
- use of materials that are not for modelling and design of nails;
- use of stickers, foil, small nets, phyto elements, stencils, stampings.
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.
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Theme 3: "Object Incrustation - In Flat"

The competitor must execute an incrusted design of the object.
The size of the object should not exceed 30x40 cm. or 30 cm in diameter.

The shape of rhinestones or crystals is arbitrary.
The size of the rhinestones or crystals is from 0,5 to 10 mm in diameter.
Allowed:
- use of pearls not more than 15% of the total design area and the diameter of
pearls must not exceed 0.6 cm;
- use of imitation gemstones made by the master's hand is allowed. The total
volume of stones must not exceed 20% of the total work. The size of the stones
must not exceed 2 cm.
- to use of small beads, but their volume must not be more than 20% of the total
design.
- painting, but it must not occupy more than 5% of the total design;
- bas-relief no more than 20% of the total design (must also be incrusted). The
height of the bas-relief is 0,6 cm.
Forbidden:
- 3D element creation
-use materials that are not for modelling and nails design;
- use of stickers, foil, small nets, phyto elements, stencils, stampings.

Theme 4: "3D incrustation on an object"
The competitor must make a 3D incrustation on the object.
The size of the object must not exceed 20x20 cm. or 20 cm in diameter.
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Creating 3D elements is an OBLIGATORY!
3D elements (blanks for 3D elements) must be made by the hand of a master!
The 3D elements must be incrusted in accordance with the idea of the master!
The shape of the rhinestones or crystals is arbitrary.
The size of the rhinestones or crystals is from 0,5 to 10 mm in diameter.
ATTENTION!
3D elements are not considered an object. An object is any object that has a 3D
element(s) on it.
Placement of a 3D element can be both on the object surface and inside the object.
The number of 3D elements is not limited, but their number must correspond to the
master's idea.
The size of the 3D element must not exceed the size of the object.
Inlaying the item itself is optional.
Allowed:
- the use of pearls must not be more than 10% of the total design and the diameter
of pearls should not exceed 0.6 cm;
- use of imitation gemstones made by the master's hand is allowed. The total
volume of stones must not exceed 20% of the total work. The size of the stones
must not exceed 2 cm.
- it is allowed to use small breads, but not more than 20% of the total design;
- painting, but it must be not more than 5% of the total design;
- bas-relief, but it must be not more than 15% of the total design (inlay is not
obligatory). The height of the bas-relief is up to 1 cm.
Forbidden:
-use materials that are not for modelling and nails design;
- use of stickers, foil, small nets, phyto elements, stencils, stampings.
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5. FABERGE: JEWELRY WORKSHOP
Theme 1: “Exactly the same + photo”
Theme 2: “Incrustation – Free”
Theme 3: “MIX - FREE”

Theme 1: “Exactly the same + photo”
The competition in this category is held among ready-made works, i.e. the works
of competitors must be 100% ready before the start of the competition.
The task:
Egg size from 6 to 10 cm (total size is not more than 15 cm with additional
material in the form of a stand or salient decor).
The work must be performed by the master from materials that are used in the nail
industry.
A blank in the form of an Egg should be made by the master from the materials
that are used in the nail industry (gel, acrylic, polygel, acrygel, 3D-4D plasticine,
etc.).
The participant performs work as close as possible to the original product FABERGE EGG.
The participant should provide a photo (10x15) of the original product which
example the work was performed on.

Theme 2: “Incrustation – Free”
The competition in this category is held among ready-made works, i.e. the works
of competitors must be 100% ready before the start of the competition.
The task:
The competitor must perform the decoration of the object "Egg".
In work it is allowed to use one " blank ".
The blank in the form of Egg must be made by hand of the master from a material
used in the nail industry (gel, acrylic, polygel, acrygel, 3D-4D plasticine, etc.).
Egg size from 6 to 10 sm., but no more than 15 sm. with additional material in the
form of a support or a projecting decor)
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The work can represent both the world famous copy of Faberge Egg, and the
unique idea of the master
The work in competition must be decorated with incrustation of no less than 50%
of the total amount of work. Rhinestones, bubbles, stones, beads, etc. can be used
in the work).
The stand for the Egg and the protruding decoration must be handmade by a
master
Allowed:
- cut, carving, but the shape of the egg should be clear and recognizable;
- art painting, but it must not be more than 10% of the total work;
- 3D elements, castings.

Theme 3: “MIX - FREE”
The competition in this category is held among ready-made works, i.e. the works
of competitors must be 100% ready before the start of the competition.
The task:
The participant must decorate the object - EGG with the following techniques:
- plane molding;
- 3D modelling (but not more than 30% of the total work).
The use of such technique as volumetric aquarium hand painting is also
encouraged.
It is allowed to use only one “blanc”!
A blank in the form of an Egg must be made by the master from the material that is
used in the nail industry (gel, acrylic, polygel, acrygel, 3D-4D plasticine, etc.).
Egg size should be from 6 to 10 cm (total size must not be more than 15 cm with
additional material in the form of a stand or salient decor).
The work can be both a world-famous replica of the Faberge Egg, and the master’s
unique idea, but it must be necessarily made by the master's hand from the
materials that are used in the nail industry.
Allowed:
- cut, carving, but the shape of the egg should be clear and recognizable;
- bas-relief, but its height must be not more than 1 cm.

The Egg stand and the protruding decoration must be handmade by a master
hand
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INCRUSTATION is allowed - no more than 15%

6. 3D MODELLING
Theme 1: “Image”
Theme 2: “Composition”
Theme 3: “Image - on one nail tips”

Theme 1: “Image”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
To give an additional general impression, it is possible to design the stand /
container where the work is located, with some design or decor that is made by the
master. All works of the contestants must be 100% ready before the start of the
competition.
The task:
The participant must in any technique create a 3D image with any tool and material
that is suitable for modelling and design of nails. The image must be well-rounded!
The image can be any.
The size of the image should be at least 5 cm, but not more than 30 cm in all
sides.
During the performance of the competition work it is allowed:
To use inlay (rhinestones, small breads, feathers) - in moderate amount.
To use nail accessories - not more than 20%.
To use materials that are not related to nail design - not more than 10% (feathers,
threads, chain, etc.).
FORBIDDEN:
To use ready-made figurines as the basis of an exhibit.
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In the theme "Image" - the main exhibit is evaluated!

Theme 2: “Composition”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
To give an additional general impression, it is possible to design the stand /
container where the work is located, with some design or decor that is made by the
master. All works of the contestants must be 100% ready before the start of the
competition.
The task:
The participant must in any technique create a 3D composition with any tool and
material intended for modelling and design of nails. The composition can be any.
The size of the composition should be at least 5, but not more than 30 cm in
diameter.
Allowed:
To use inlay (rhinestones, small breads, feathers) - in moderate amount.
To use nail accessories - not more than 20%.
To use materials that are not related to nail design - not more than 10% (feathers,
threads, chain, etc.).
FORBIDDEN:
Using pre-made figurines as the basis of exhibits.
The evaluation of the COMPOSITION as a whole

Theme 3: “Image - on one nail tips”
The task:
1. Perform a volumetric portrait of a person or image of a hero or animal on one
tip;
2. Use any gel/acrylic/polygel material;
3. Length no more than 5 cm, height and width of the work no more than 2 cm.
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Allowed:
Acrylic paints, gel paints, gel polish.
⠀
FORBIDDEN:
To use ready-made silicone molds of figures, polymer clay and materials that are
not related to the nail industry.

7. MASK
Theme 1: “Venetian mask”
Theme 2: “Free”

The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
The master must create an object - a MASK (according to the nomination
theme), using professional nail materials in 3D technique.
The mask is placed and fixed in a container (frame, box, display). The bottom of
the container must be unicolored.
The maximum size of the work should not exceed 7 cm in diameter, including
all 3D elements and accessories.
Materials: acrylics for modelling, colored acrylics, acrylic or watercolors,
modelling gels, colored gels, varnishes, as well as additional professional
materials.
During the performance of the competition work it is forbidden:
- To use ready-made blanks (it touches on the mask).
- To cut the mask into separate elements.
During the performance of the competition work it is allowed:
- To use inlay - not more than 30%.
- To use nail accessories - not more than 15%.
-Use materials not related to nail design - no more than 10% (feathers, threads,
chain - refers to the mask).
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8. DOLL: acrylic gel
Theme: “Free”
The master must create the Doll object (animate image, female or male - any),
using professional nail materials in the 3D technique.
More than one object may be involved in the work, but all additional objects will
be secondary and will not be evaluated in accordance with the criteria.
ATTENTION! – The doll should identify the female or male image (the rest is
related to the category of 3D modelling, theme "Image").
Example: a girl with a dog. The main exhibit is a girl. It is estimated by the judges
according to the criteria. The dog is an additional object to reveal the story of the
plot).
The maximum height of the work must not exceed 15 cm. The design of the
podium in the general style of the main exhibit is welcome.
The exhibit must be 100% ready before the start of the competition.
Materials: acrylics for modelling, colored acrylics, acrylic or watercolors,
modelling gels, colored gels, varnishes, as well as additional professional
materials.
During the performance of the competition work it is forbidden:
To use ready-made figurines as the basis of an exhibit.
During the performance of the competition work it is allowed:
To use inlay (rhinestones, small breads, feathers) - in moderate amount.
To use nail accessories - not more than 15%.
To use materials that are not related to nail design - not more than 10%.
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9. JEWELRY
Theme 1: “Set: earrings + ring”
Theme 2: “Set - free”
Theme 3: “Crown”
Theme 3: “Free”

Theme 1: “Set: earrings + ring”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
The master must create a set of jewelry: earrings + ring, and place and fix it in a
container (box, display). The bottom of the container should be unicolored.
The master creates a work with any nail decorating techniques. It is allowed to use
crylic, watercolors, markers, varnishes, satin and glossy finishes, color gels, gel
polish, acrylic / gel modelling. The use of a final gel coat is allowed.
ATTENTION! – The size of the product should not exceed - 7 cm.
The competitor can exhibit any quantity of works. The usage of rhinestones,
broths, etc. must not exceed 15%.

IT IS FORBIDDEN!
1. The decoration of the container or its background with any design or decor.
2. The usage of purchased accessories except for ear hooks and a regular ring
frame (without features and threads - smooth).

Theme 2: “Set - free”
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The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
The master must create a jewelry set with his own hands from materials that are
intended for modelling and design of nails and place / fix it in a container (frame,
box, display, etc.). The bottom of the container should be unicolored and made by
the master.
The task
The participant must make a set of jewelry (earrings, ring, necklace, bracelet,
brooch, etc.). The number of items in a set cannot be less - 3 items. The kit must
embody a single idea and represent a complete image.
The size of the product should not exceed 20 cm in diameter.
It is allowed to use any technique;
- acrylic, watercolors, markers, varnishes, satin and glossy coatings, colored gels,
gel polish, acrylic / gel modelling, 3D-4D gel (plasticine);
- inlay;
- bas-relief, planar and 3D modelling;

IT IS FORBIDDENN to use accessories, except - locks, hooks, clamps,
fasteners.

Theme 3: “Crown”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
The task:
The contestant must create a piece of jewelry - a Crown (not a diadem), with his
own hands from materials that are intended for modelling and design of nails and
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place / fix it on a pillow with tassels! The color of the pillow must be in accordance
with the master's idea.
The competitor must make with his own hands the skeleton (frame) in the form of
a Crown and decorate it using various techniques.

The width and height of the Crown should not exceed 10 cm.
The crown can be either a reduced replica of a real Crown or an individual
master’s idea. There should be only one Crown on the pillow!

It is allowed:
- the use of wire for decoration, fixing design elements not more than 30%;
- the use of any techniques (modelling, carving, aquarium, etc.);
- the use of acrylic, watercolors, markers, varnishes, satin and glossy coatings,
colored gels, gel polish, acrylic / gel modelling, 3D-4D gel (plasticine);
- the use of inlay is not limited;
- the use of bas-relief, planar and 3D modelling;
- artistic hand-painting is not limited.

Theme 4: “Free”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).

The task:
The master creates an accessory in the jewelry style from materials that are
intended for modelling and design of nails;
To place / fix in containers (frame, box, display, etc.);
The bottom of the container should be unicolored and made by the master;
There should be one item of jewelry, unless the item is paired (cufflinks,
earrings);
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The size of the product should not exceed 15 cm in diameter.

It is allowed:
- to use any techniques;
-acrylic, watercolor paints, markers, varnishes, satin and glossy coatings, color
gels, gel polish, acrylic / gel modelling, 3D-4D gel (plasticine);
- inlay;
- bas-relief, planar and 3D modelling.

It is forbidden:
- To use accessories, except - locks, hooks, clamps and fasteners.

10. Modelling 3D – 4D gel-plasticine
Theme 1: “Free”
Theme 2: “Floristics”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
The tips are placed and fixed in a container (frame, box, display).
The bottom of the container must be unicolor, the design of the container is
prohibited.
The task:
All works must be 100% ready before the start of the competition.
The competitor must create a design on tips, their number is 5 items.
The length of the tips is from 5 to 10 cm, the shape of the tips is arbitrary.
The tips must not be glued between each other.
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The work is performed with gel-plasticine (3.4 d gel-plasticine) in various
techniques. From shading, planar elements to 3D.

It is allowed:
- hand-painted with acrylic paints, colored gels, gel pastes and gel paints of the
background of the substrate, but not more than 15%;
- the use of rhinestones, small breads and other professional materials is not more
than 5%.
- the use of a finishing gel coating on plasticine parts.
It is forbidden:
- the use of acrylic modelling (any);
- aquarium effect;
- the use of sliders, ready-made 3D designs (metal, plastic, silicone molds, etc.),
designs that are not related to the nail sphere.
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

11. Acrylic modelling – tips
Theme 1: “Free”
Theme 2: “Floristics”

The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
The tips are placed and fixed in a container (frame, box, display).
The bottom of the container must be unicolored, the design of the container is
prohibited.
The task:
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All works must be 100% ready before the start of the competition.
The competitor must create a design on tips, their number is 5 items.
The length of the tips is from 5 to 10 cm, the shape of the tips is arbitrary.
The tips should not be glued together.
The work is performed in the form of acrylic molding in various techniques. From
shading, planar elements to 3D.
It is allowed:
- hand painting with acrylic paints, colored gels, gel pastes and gel paints of the
background of the substrate, but it is not more than 15%;
- the use of rhinestones, small breads and other professional materials, but it is not
more than 5%.
It is prohibited:
- the use of acrylic modelling (any);
- aquarium effect;
- the use of sliders, ready-made 3D designs (metal, plastic, silicone molds, etc.),
designs that are not related to the nail sphere.
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

12. MIX-MEDIA - tips
Theme: “Free”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
The tips are placed and fixed in a container (frame, box, display).
The bottom of the container must be unicolored, the design of the container is
allowed, but it must be made by the master.
All works must be 100% ready before the start of the competition.
The competitor must create a design on tips, their number is from 5 to 10 pieces.
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Tips length is up to 10 cm.

The competitor must create a design using techniques:
volumetric aquarium hand painting, bas-relief and 3D.
Tips can be located in any place and even be located separately from each other. It
is allowed to use acrylic, watercolors, and varnishes, satin and glossy finishes.
The use of a final gel coat is allowed. 3D parts must not be higher than 3 cm and
cover more than 30% of the nail surface.
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

13. STELLAR START
(nomination only for the JUNIOR category)
Theme: “Design with gel polish on nail tips”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
THE TASK:
Each participant must make a salon design with colored gels on 5 tips of the same
size in a natural color (from the "fan" display on the ring), in accordance with the
model’s style and image, that is shown in the picture (see below under the Task),
which is also attached to the work.
When performing a design, the master can only use gel materials, gel paints, gel
varnishes, color gels, texture gels.
The main gel color must not be transparent or semitransparent.
Bas-relief is allowed (it is not more than 15%).
It is allowed to use any gel top as phase III (glossy, matte).
It is prohibited:
- use of acrylic paints;
- use of varnishes;
- use of lacquer tops as a top coat;
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- using decals, stickers, rhinestones, small breads, dried flowers, foil, mesh,
photoelements;
- creation of three-dimensional parts.

PICTURE-TASK:
(The picture that is attached to the work)

14. Nail design on a mannequin arm
Theme 1: “Form without borders”
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The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
All works must be 100% ready before the start of the competition.
The task:
- The participant must think up and create a creative form of nails on 5 fingers of
the mannequin hand;
- The color scheme and style of work is not limited;
- It is allowed to use any technique (gel, acrylic, combination, etc.);
- Use of accessories is not more than 15% (rhinestones, threads, jewels, etc.), selfproduction of accessories is encouraged;
- It is allowed to use electric drills;
The length of the created nails is arbitrary;
- Decorating the hand mannequin itself is encouraged, because it makes
completeness to the whole image.
It is prohibited:
The use of stencils, stickers, stamping, sliders.

Theme 2: “Bride's hand”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
All works must be 100% ready before the start of the competition.
The task:
To perform a fancy, extraordinary design in the wedding sphere. Nails must be
made on a mannequin arm.
The mannequin-arm (model) is also decorated in a wedding style (obligatory).
Master’s task:
To keep the airiness and lightness of the WEDDING style, emphasizing it with
creative ideas and non-standard solutions.
The master can use several techniques at once in his work: painting, aquarium, basrelief, modelling, carving, aerography, inlay, foundry.
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The length of the nails is unlimited.
The shape of nails is any.
Color scheme: nude, pastel - in a light color (wedding).

It is allowed:
To use all techniques;
Bas-relief is not more than 1 cm and no more than 60% of the total work;
Aerography is not more than 30% of the total work;
Inlay is not more than 50% of the total work;
The use of 3D elements is not limited.
It is prohibited:
To use stencils, stickers, stamping, sliders.

15. NAILS IN JEWELRY BOX
Theme 1: “Fantasy nails”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
The bottom of the container should be unicolored. To give an additional general
impression, it is possible to decorate the container or its background with some
design or decor that is made by the master.
All works must be 100% ready before the start of the competition.
The task:
The participant must create 5 nails in any creative form.
The harmonious combination of elements of work of nails, modelling of nails,
design, accessories is evaluated.
It is allowed to use any tool and material that is intended for modelling and design
of nails.
Sophisticated nail modelling and technically complex, time-consuming decoration
are highly estimated.
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A nail design that contains a combination of various techniques (artistic painting,
aquarium effects, carved techniques, modelling, bas-relief) is welcome.
The work must be performed with professional materials that are intended for the
nail industry (gel, acrylic, polygel, 3D-4D gel, etc.)!

It is prohibited:
To use materials that are not intended for modelling and nails design.
Nail design that is performed on simulated nails should be creative, nails shape can
be any.
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

Theme 2: “Wedding design”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
The bottom of the container should be unicolored. To give an additional general
impression, it is possible to decorate the container or its background with some
design or decor that is made by the master.
All works must be 100% ready before the start of the competition.

The task:
The Contestant must Perform a wedding design on 5 nails using several /
different types of techniques.
- The length of the nails is not more than 8 cm;
- Form is any;
- Techniques: painting, bas-relief (but its height is not more than 3 mm), inlay is
not more than 30%, aerography, carving, etc.
- The 3D elements height is not more than 1.5 cm and not more than 50% of the
total work.

It is allowed:
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- design execution on podium tips;
- foil, velvet sand, rhinestones, small breads, chrome, etc.
- theme of wedding nails is from any world countries;
- creative execution of nails (moderate, corresponding to the wedding theme).

It is prohibited:
- use of any stickers, stencils, stampings.

16. STAMPING
Theme 1: Salon design. Free
Theme 2: Artistic stamping. Free
The competition is held among finished works. It is allowed to perform work on
various backgrounds and use gel polishes for the background using the gradient
technique. The work can be made with any materials for stamping of different
brands.

Theme 1: Salon design. Free
The competition is held among the finished works
Execution of various backgrounds is allowed.
The work can be performed on any materials of various brands.
The task:
The competitor must complete the design on tips of 5-10 pcs. up to 3 cm.
Each tips should match and read like a single completed nail, but adhere to the
chosen theme, in total, make up a single style.
You can use an unlimited number of plates and selected designs in your work.
The stamp impression must be completely printed and legible.
Allowed:
use of reverse, shadow and multi-layer stamping. As well as top tinting of
individual elements to create volume.
Allowed to improve the cleanliness of layer-by-layer overlap, as well as the use of
a matte top.
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It is prohibited:
use of other techniques used in other nominations. To use other design techniques.

Theme 2: Artistic stamping. Free
The competition is held among the finished works
Execution of various backgrounds is allowed.
The work can be performed on any materials of various brands.

The task:
The competitor must execute a design on the tips in the amount of 5-10 pcs. in
length from 5 to 10 cm.
The work must be a complete composition and maintain a unified style of the
chosen theme. The chosen idea must be readable and look like a single picture.
You can use an unlimited number of plates and selected designs in your work.
The stamp impression must be completely printed and legible.
Reverse, shadow and multi-layer stamping is allowed. As well as top tinting of
individual elements to create volume.
Allowed:
to improve cleanliness, layered overlap, as well as the use of a matte top.

Forbidden:
the use of other techniques used in other nominations.

17. Art Gallery – Hand Painted
Theme 1: “Landscape”;
Theme 2: “Portrait”;
Theme 3: “Still life”.

The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
All works must be 100% ready before the start of the competition.
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In the work, from 3 to 10 tips must be used and up to 10 cm long., depending on
the proportions of the original image, at least 2 sizes of tips must be used.
The usage of tips of the same size will result in 5 penalty points that will be
deducted from the final score.
The work can be done in any technique using professional materials.
The work must correspond and be as similar as possible to the work of a famous
artist, which the contestant has chosen (a picture / a photo with the work of a
famous artist is also attached by the contestant to his work for further
comparison / evaluation).

18. MONOCHROME – Tips
Theme 1: “Art Monochrome”
Theme 2: “Linear monochrome”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works. Participants
make the work in advance and not during the competition.
The competitor must use 6-10 tips and create an image using the two-color
technique.
The background used on the tips can be either white or black.
It is allowed to draw in monochrome color scheme on the condition that only two
colors will be used.
The tips length is from 5 to 10 cm.
The tips can be covered with a top or can be without it.
It is allowed to use matte finishes.
Drawing should be in the technique of plane designs.
In the theme “Linear monochrome”:
1. The background used on the tips should be either light or dark;
2. The drawing should be composed with thin lines and transferred from them. The
drawing must be clear, visible and easily understandable;
3. It is allowed to use toning, but not more than 30% of the whole drawing;
4. The shade of the executed drawing can be any, but it is obligatory must be made
with two colors;
5. The thickness of the transferred lines is not more than 0.1 mm;
6. Tips can be covered with any finish coating, including matte top;
7. It is allowed to use gel paints and gel varnishes, paints;
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8. The drawing must be absolutely flat.

EXAMPLES OF WORK TOPICS LINEAR MONOCHROME:
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19. Art (hand) painting.
Theme 1: “Free” - 5 cm.
Theme 2: “Free” - 10 cm.
Theme 3: “On textile” - Free
Theme 4: “Aquarium (volumetric) - Free”
Theme 5: “One nail tips: Portrait - Monochrome”
Theme 6: “One nail tips - Portrait in colour”
Theme 7: “Watercolor sketch - Animal world”
Theme 8: “Magic world of cartoons”
Theme 9: “TRIO- Animal world”

Theme 1: “Free” - 5 cm.
Theme 2: “Free” - 10 cm.
1. The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works
(participants should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the
competition). The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not
obligatory.
2. Tips are placed and fixed in a container (box, display, frame). The bottom of the
container should be unicolored.
3. All the competitors’ works must be 100% ready before the start of the
competition.
4. The competitor must create a design using any art hand painting techniques.
Number of tips from 5 to 10 pcs.
5. Tips should not be glued together.
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6. Tips length is up to 5 cm and up to 10 cm (it depends on the topic).
Allowed:
- gel polishes, gel pastes, oil paints, acrylic paints, varnishes, satin and gloss
coatings;
- to use a finishing gel coating.
Forbidden:
- to create a volumetric / aquarium effect, any modelling, inlay and carving;
- to use tips of the same size.
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

Theme 3: “On textile” - Free
1. The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works
(participants should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the
competition). The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not
obligatory.
2. All the contestants’ works must be 100% ready before the start of the
competition.
3. The competitor must create a design on textiles (any), using any art hand
painting techniques.
4. It is allowed to use gel polishes, gel pastes, oil paints, acrylic paints, varnishes,
etc. (materials that are intended for artistic hand painting).
5. The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

Theme 4: “Aquarium (volumetric) - Free”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
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The competitor must create an aquarium (volumetric) art hand painting
design.
Number of tips is from 5 to 10 items.
The tips length is from 5 to 10 cm.
It is allowed to use gel polishes, gel pastes, oil paints, acrylic paints, varnishes,
satin and gloss coatings.
It is allowed to use a finishing gel coat.
The tips should not be glued together.
IT IS FORBIDDEN in work: to create 3D elements, any modelling, inlay and
carving
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

Theme 5: “One nail tips: Portrait - Monochrome”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
The task:
The participant must create an image - Portrait in Monochrome technique using 1
nail tips. The portrait can be any.
During the work it is allowed to use materials that are intended for work in the nail
industry.
The background used on the tips can be either white or black.
It is allowed to use drawing in monochrome colors on the condition that only two
colors will be used.
Tips length is up to 7 cm.
Tips can be coated with a finish gel (TOP) or can be without it.
It is allowed to use matte finishes.
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Drawing must be in the technique of planar designs.
(The picture / photo of the Portrait, which the work was copied from, is also
attached by the competitor to his work for further comparison / evaluation.
The size of the photo is not more than 10 by 15 cm.)
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

Theme 6: “One nail tips - Portrait in colour”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
The task:
The participant must create an image - Portrait in color, using 1nail tips. The
portrait can be any.
During the work it is allowed to use materials that are intended for work in the nail
industry.
Tips length is up to 7 cm.
Tips can be coated with a finish gel (TOP) or can be without it.
It is allowed to use matte finishes.
Drawing must be in the technique of planar designs.
(The picture / photo of the Portrait, which the work was copied from, is also
attached by the competitor to his work for further comparison / evaluation.
The size of the photo is not more than 10 by 15 cm.)
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

Theme 7: “Watercolor sketch - Animal world”
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The task:
1. The participant must complete a color drawing in watercolor technique with
professional alcohol-based markers.
2. The number of tips is 8-10 items.
3. The tips size is up to 10 cm (both horizontally and vertically)
4. The form of tips is any.
5. The main element of the composition is an animated object from the animal
world, that is made with the sketch technique.
6. The contest work is covered with any top coat (top, matte top, etc.)

Allowed:
To give a realistic effect, it is allowed to use permanent pens of any diameter, but
not more than 25%.

Forbidden:
To use any other materials.

The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

Theme 8: “Magic world of cartoons”
1. The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works
(participants should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the
competition). The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not
obligatory.
2. Tips are placed and fixed in a container (box, display, frame). The bottom of the
container should be unicolored.
3. All works of the contestants must be 100% ready before the start of the
competition.
4. The contestant must create a cartoon style design using any art hand nail
painting technique. Number of tips from 5 to 10 pcs.
5. Tips should not be glued together.
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6. Tips length is up to 10 cm.
Allowed:
- gel polishes, gel pastes, oil paints, acrylic paints, varnishes, satin and gloss
coatings;
- the use of a finishing gel coating.
Forbidden:
- to create a volumetric / aquarium effect, any modelling, inlay and carving;
- to use tips of the same size.
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

Theme 9: “TRIO- Animal world”
1. The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works
(participants should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the
competition). The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not
obligatory.
2. Tips are placed and fixed in a container (box, display, frame, underlayer). The
bottom of the container should be unicolored.
3. All works of the contestants must be 100% ready before the start of the
competition.
4. The competitor must create a design on 3 tips using any techniques of artistic
hand-painting of nails according to the theme.
5. Tips should not be glued together.
6. Tips length is up to 3 cm.
7. Tips shape is arbitrary.
Allowed:
- gel polishes, gel pastes, oil paints, acrylic paints, varnishes, satin and gloss
coatings;
- the use of a finishing gel coating.

Forbidden:
- to create a volumetric / aquarium effect, any modelling, inlay and carving.
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The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

20. Design on pedicure tips
Theme 1: “Hand painted pedicure - Free”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
Tips are placed and fixed in a container (box, display, frame with bottom). The
bottom of the container should be unicolored.
To give an additional general impression, it is possible to decorate the container or
its background with some design or decor that is made by the master.
All works of the contestants must be 100% ready before the start of the
competition.
The contestant must create a design on 10 tips, using any techniques of artistic
hand painting of nails.
It is allowed to use acrylic, watercolors, markers, varnishes, satin and glossy
finishes. The use of a finishing gel coat is allowed too.
ATTENTION!
The tips should correspond to the "real" sizes of toenails: the size of the big toe is
1.5 - 2 cm, other toenails should be no more than 1 cm and correspond to the nails
of the right and left feet. The tips should not be glued together.
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

WARNING
ONLY hand-painted technique is allowed!
Forbidden:
- use of sliders, ready-made 3D designs (metal, plastic, silicone molds, etc.);
- creating volume/aquarium effects, any sculpting, inlaying and carving;
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- the use of materials not related to the nail industry.

Theme 2: “MIX - Free”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
Tips are placed and fixed in a container (box, display, frame with bottom). The
bottom of the container should be unicolored. All works of the contestants must be
100% ready before the start of the competition.
The competitor must create a design on 10 tips using at least 3 of the following
techniques:
- art painting;
- volumetric aquarium art painting;
- bas-relief, planar and 3D modelling (any material);
- inlay
Forbidden:
- to use sliders, ready-made 3D designs (metal, plastic, silicone molds, etc.);
- to use materials that are not related to the nail sphere.

Attention!
The tips should correspond to the "real" sizes of toenails: the size of the big toe is
1.5 - 2 cm, other toenails should be no more than 1 cm and correspond to the nails
of the right and left feet. The tips should not be glued together.
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

21. Watercolor painting
Theme 1: “Free” - 5 cm.
Theme 2: “Animal world” 5-10 cm.
Theme 3: “Free” - 10 cm.
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Theme 4: “Landscape” - 10 cm.
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
Tips are placed and fixed in a container (box, display, frame). The bottom of the
container should be unicolored.
It is possible to decorate the container or its background with any design that is
made by the master.
All works of the contestants must be 100% ready before the start of the
competition.
The competitor must create a design on 6 – 10 tips, using any techniques of
watercolor art painting of nails.
The work is done with watercolors.
It is allowed to use finishing gel coat.
It is prohibited to use tips of the same size. Tips length and theme is according to
the chosen nomination theme.
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

ATTENTION: Theme 1: "Free" - 5 cm. and Theme 3: "Free" - 10
cm. Work can be done not only with watercolors, but also with Gel
polishes, watercolor drops with compliance with the technique Watercolor painting.
Theme 5: “Animal world” - 5 cm (gel polish).
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
Tips are placed and fixed in a container (box, display, frame). The bottom of the
container should be unicolored.
It is possible to decorate the container or its background with any design that is
made by the master.
All works of the contestants must be 100% ready before the start of the
competition.
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The contestant must create a design on 3 –5 tips.
The work is made with gel polishes in watercolor technique.
It is allowed to use a finishing gel coat.
Tips length is up to 5 cm.
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

22. PAINTING – "ZHOSTOVO"
Theme 1: “ZHOSTOVO – Free”
Theme 2: “ZHOSTOVO on the object – Free”

Theme 1: “ZHOSTOVO – Free”
The task:
1. Only varnishes and professional paints on any basis can be used in the work.
2. The work must be finished before the start of the competition. Tips are placed
and fixed in an open container (box, display, frame). The bottom of the container
should be unicolored.
3. The work must be made using the ZHOSTOVO technique.
4. Number of tips is from 8 to 10 items.
5. The tips should be fixed or glued in the case. The background, which the tips are
glued on, must be unicolored.
6. The tips form is any, length is from 5 to 10 cm.
7. Bulges on the tips surface are not allowed.
8. This competition is designed exclusively for your possibilities in the field of
Zhostovo painting. The use of stencils and stamps is prohibited.
9. The use of any kind of printing (including printers) is prohibited.
10. Tips can be UV coated or they can have any top coat for a glossy finish.
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11. The participant has the right to pick up his work immediately after the
announcement of the results.
12. The organizers of the competition exempt themselves from responsibility for
the works safety.
Forbidden:
LAYER-BY-LAYER COATING WITH ANY FIXING AGENTS (varnishes and
gels)

Theme 2: “ZHOSTOVO on the object – Free”
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
The task:
The competitor must make the design using the ZHOSTOVO painting technique
on any subject.
The subject size should not exceed 30x40 cm or 30 cm in diameter.
Allowed:
- to use any material that is intended for work in the painting technique
ZHOSTOVO.
Forbidden:
- use / application of 3D elements (bas-relief, acrylic / gel modelling, etc.);
- inlay (rhinestones, small breads, etc.);
- the use of stencils and stamps.
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.
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23. CHINESE PAINTING
Theme 1: “Chinese painting ONE STROKE - Floristics”
Theme 2: “Chinese painting ONE STROKE - Free”
Theme 3: “Chinese painting on the object - Free”

Theme 1: “Chinese painting ONE STROKE - Floristics”
Theme 2: “Chinese painting ONE STROKE - Free”
1. Only varnishes and professional paints on any basis can be used in the work.
2. The work must be made before the start of the competition. Tips are placed and
fixed in an open container (box, display, frame). The bottom of the container
should be unicolored.
3. The number of tips is from 8 to 10 items.
4. The tips should be fixed or glued in the case. The background which the tips are
glued on must be unicolored.
5. Tips form is any, tips length is from 5 to 10 cm.
6. Any bulges on the tips surface are not allowed.
7. This competition is designed exclusively for your capabilities in the Chinese
painting sphere. The use of stencils and stamps is prohibited.
8. The use of any kind of printing (including printers) is prohibited.
9. Tips can be UV coated or can have any top coat for a glossy finish.
10. The participant has the right to pick up his work immediately after the
announcement of the results.
11. The organizers of the competition exempt themselves from responsibility for
the safety of the works.
12. IT IS FORBIDDEN to use layer-by-layer coating with any fixers (varnishes
and gels).
The task:
- the work should be done using the flat brush technique (according to the
nomination), create a composition and not have elements that were made with a
round brush;
- to compose the integrity of the composition and carry the semantic theme of the
picture;
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- not to have separate elements that are hanging in the air;
- everything should be assembled.

Theme 3: “Chinese painting on the object - Free”
The task:
The competition for this nomination is held among the finished works (participants
should make the work in advance, and they do not make it during the competition).
The attendance of the contestant who represents the work is not obligatory.
The competitor must make the design using the Chinese painting technique on any
subject.
The size of the subject must not exceed 30x40 cm or 30 cm in diameter.
Allowed:
- to use any material that are intended for work in the technique of Chinese
painting;
- to draw with a brush (but no more than 15% of the total work).
Forbidden:
- use / application of 3D elements (bas-relief, acrylic / gel modelling, etc.);
- inlay (rhinestones, broths, etc.);
- the use of stencils and stamps.
The competitor can exhibit any number of works.

24. NAIL POSTER
Item
No
1

Theme

Subtheme

2

3
1.1: Salon ( Full ) image - nail
modelling
1.2: Salon ( Full ) Image - Manicure
2.1: Fantasy Image - Salon Modelling
2.2: Fantasy Image - Creative

1

Theme 1: «Salon (Full)
image»

2

Theme 2: «Fantasy image»
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3

Theme 3: «Cover Hands»

4

Theme 4: «Manicure»

5

Theme 5: «King-nail»

6

Theme 6: «INSTA photo»

7

Theme 7: Video Poster

Modelling
2.3: Fantasy Image - Creative
Modelling "Mold"
3.1: Cover Hands - Salon Modelling
3.2: Cover Hands - Creative Modelling
3.3: Cover Hands - Creative Modelling
"Mold"
4.1: Manicure - salon design
4.2: Manicure - gel polish
4.3: Manicure - Decorative French
4.4: Men's manicure - salon manicure
4.5: Men's manicure – salon design
5.1: King Nail - Creative Modelling
with Design
5.2: King Nail - 3D composition
6.1: «INSTA photo – manicure»
6.2: «INSTA photo - nail modelling»
7: Fantasy Image

GENERAL PROVISIONS:
Any participant who has registered his work in this nomination guarantees the
uniqueness of his work with full copyrights to it. Otherwise, the organizing
committee of the championship has the right to withdraw the work from the
competition without a refund of the entry fee.
- Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / 4961x3508 pixels (at least) - except INSTA
photo (from 1 mb.)
1. Any nail master working with professional materials, engaged in nail design can
participate in this nomination;
2. Contestants participate in the work in advance, and not during the competition;
3. The attendance of the contestant presenting the work is not obligatory;
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4. The use of Photoshop (or any other program) is allowed to correct facial defects
(pimples, red eyes), defects and color of the model's hands and body;
5. The use of MOLDs is FORBIDDEN, except for themes:
- Fantasy image - creative modelling - no more than 15% of the total nail area;
- Fantasy image - creative modelling "Mold" - not limited;
- Cover hands - creative modelling - no more than 15% of the total nail area;
- Cover hands - creative modelling "Mold" - not limited;
- King Nail - Creative Modelling with Design - no more than 10% of the total area
of the nail;
- Video Poster - not limited;
6. It is forbidden to use Photoshop (or any other graphic editor) to correct nails and
cuticle area - for violation Penalty points;
7. On all posters/photos (regardless of the theme of the nomination) - at least 4
nails must be in 100% focus!
8. Photos must be anonymous (no distinguishing marks of the salon, hairdresser or
photographer must be visible neither on the photo nor on its back side), also
slogans, names, brands and other identifying marks are forbidden;
9. The position of the poster does not matter (vertical, horizontal), for the themes:
INSTA photo - square;
10. Photo must be taken with professional equipment using professional light and
retouching (In theme: "INSTA photo" you can also take photos on the phone).
11. Printed on glossy or matte paper of excellent quality (for OFFLINE format).
12. It is forbidden to use stickers (sliders) in the design.
Contestants may submit an unlimited number of works in each category!
FOR VIOLATION OF THREE AND MORE RULES OF SETTING THE
NOMINATION, THE WORK CANNOT APPLY FOR THE FIRST PRIZE
PLACE!

Theme 1.1: Salon ( Full ) image - nail modelling
Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
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Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / at least 4961x3508 pixels
The goal of the work is to create a "nail poster" to advertise the nail business.
Competitors need to come as close as possible to creating an ideal poster that
would encourage the client to go through the service at the nail salon, beauty salon.
The task:
1. The work should be a photo with the nails as the center of attention. The picture
should be original, capable of becoming an advertisement for the salon or
displaying the creative and extraordinary work of the master.
2. Nails must be modelled on the model.
3. The design can be any.
4. Shape - having architecture and criteria of classical or arched modelling: square,
pipe, edge, oval, almond, gothic almond (edged), stiletto, gothic stiletto (edged),
etc.
5. To get the desired result, you can use any materials for modeling and nail design
(lacquers, paints, acrylics, gel, rhinestones, sand, etc. materials for design) except
stickers, sliders.
6. The photo must show at least 4 nails in full-face!
7. The main "actor" must be a complete image - hair, makeup, hands, nails.
8. Length of the nails not more than 7 cm free edge.
9. The storyboard on the poster is allowed.
10. At least 4 nails must be in 100% focus.
11. The cuticle area must be clean without decorations or rhinestones.
12. Backgrounds and accessories can complement the photo, but not distract from
the work.
13. The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle
and nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!
Forbidden:
- Modeling on top forms
- Sliders, stickers, 3D elements
Contestants may submit an unlimited number of works in each category!

WARNING: If a model has a cut (even one), it cannot be considered
for the 1st prize.

Theme 1.2: Salon ( Full ) Image - Manicure
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Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / at least 4961x3508 pixels
The goal of the work is to create a "nail poster" to advertise the nail business.
Competitors need to come as close as possible to creating an ideal poster that
would encourage the client to go through the service at the nail salon, beauty salon.

The task:
1. The work should be a photo with the nails as the center of attention. The picture
should be original, capable of becoming an advertisement for the salon or
displaying the creative and extraordinary work of the master.
2. The model must have a manicure (in any technique) at the master's discretion.
3. Create a salon design on the model's natural nails.
Any techniques can be used to create the design.
Bas-relief no more than 20% of the total work
4. Shape of nails - any.
5. Photo must capture at least 4 fingers with nails in full-face!
6. The main "actor" must be a complete image - hair, makeup, hands, nails.
7. Length of the free edge not more than 1 cm.
8. The storyboard on the poster is allowed.
9. At least 4 nails must be in 100% focus.
10. The cuticle area must be clean without decorations and rhinestones.
11. The background and accessories can complement the photo, but not distract
from the work.
12. The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle
and nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!
Forbidden:
- nail modelling
- Sliders, stickers, 3D elements
Contestants may submit an unlimited number of works in each category!

WARNING: If a model has a cut (even one), the competitor cannot
qualify for 1st, 2nd or 3rd prizes.

Theme 2.1: Fantasy Image - Salon Modelling
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Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / at least 4961x3508 pixels
The goal of the work is to create a fantasy "nail poster" with salon modelling.
The task:
1. The work must be a photo with a fantasy image with salon modeling nails as the
center of attention. The photo must be original, capable of becoming an
advertisement for the salon or displaying the creative and extraordinary work of
the master.
2. The master must complete salon nail modeling.
3. Any techniques can be used to create a design.
4. Any nail shape, but must meet salon requirements.
5. Photo must capture at least 4 fingers with nails in full-face!
6. The main "actor" must be a complete image - hair, makeup, hands, nails.
7. Length of the nails not more than 7 cm free edge.
8. The storyboard on the poster is allowed.
9. At least 4 nails must be in 100% focus.
10. The cuticle area must be clean without decorations and rhinestones.
11. The background and accessories can complement the photo, but not distract
from the work.
12. The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle
and nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!
Forbidden:
- modelling on the upper forms
- Sliders, stickers, 3D elements
Contestants may submit an unlimited number of works in each category!

WARNING: If a model has a cut (even one), it cannot be considered
for the 1st prize.

Theme 2.2: Fantasy Image - Creative Modelling
Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / at least 4961x3508 pixels
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The goal of the work is to create a fantasy "nail poster" with creative modelling.
Also, the master must fully disclose the theme of the nomination.
The task:
1. The work should be a photo with the nails as the center of attention. The photo
should be original, capable of becoming an advertisement for the salon or
displaying the creative and extraordinary work of the master.
2. The nails must be modeled on the model or modeled beforehand and mounted
on the model's hands.
3. The junction area between the artificial nail and the natural nail should be clean
and neat, with no gaps or glue materials - provided that this area is not covered by
the master's idea.
4. The design can be any, as well as the length and shape.
5. To get the desired result, you can use any materials for modeling and nail design
(gel polishes, paints, acrylics, gel, rhinestones, sand, etc. materials for design)
except for stickers, sliders.
6. The photo should emphasize the beauty of the nails of the hands, as well as
reflect the individuality and creativity of the author. Thus, the nail decoration
should not be a reflection of the usual salon design.
7. It is allowed to perform stylized images, repeating any famous characters of
anime, books, movies, etc., but not violating the copyrights of the copyright
holders!
8. The storyboard on the poster is allowed.
9. At least 4 nails must be in 100% focus.
10. The use of MOLDs* is allowed for no more than 15% of the total nail
area.
* Mold - Special forms for making volumetric details in gel, acrylic, poly gel or
giving texture (e.g., a plant leaf). Molds are usually made of silicone. They are
flexible forms with which you can make different figures or 3D compositions.
Molds are available as ready-made (store-bought) as well as handmade.
11. Backgrounds and accessories can complement the photo, but not distract from
the work.
12. The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle
and nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!
Contestants may submit an unlimited number of works in each category!

WARNING: If a model has a cut (even one), it cannot be considered
for the 1st prize.
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Theme 2.3: Fantasy Image - Creative Modeling
"Mold"
Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / at least 4961x3508 pixels

The goal of the work is to create a fantasy "Nail-Poster", reflecting the creative and
extraordinary work of the master, where all the components of the image are in
harmony: hair, makeup and nails. The master must fully disclose the theme of the
nomination with the use of "Mold" in the design of nails and the image as a whole.
* Mold - Special forms for making volumetric details in gel, acrylic, poly gel or
giving texture (e.g., a plant leaf). Molds are usually made of silicone. They are
flexible forms with which you can make different figures or 3D compositions.
Molds are available as ready-made (store-bought) as well as handmade.
The task:
1. The work must be a photo, the focus of which would be the nails, the main
design of which is the "Mold" technique. The photo must be original, capable of
becoming an advertisement for the salon or displaying the creative and
extraordinary work of the master.
2. Nails must be modeled on the model or modeled in advance and mounted on the
hands of the model.
3. The junction area between the artificial nail and the natural nail should be clean
and neat, with no gaps or glue materials
4. The design can be anything, as well as the length and shape.
5. To get the desired result, you can use any materials for modeling and nail design
(gel polishes, paints, acrylics, gel, rhinestones, sand, etc. materials for design)
except for stickers, sliders.
6. The photo should emphasize the beauty of the nails of the hands, as well as
reflect the individuality and creativity of the author. Thus, the nail decoration
should not be a reflection of the usual salon design.
7. It is allowed to perform stylized images, repeating any famous characters of
anime, books, movies, etc., but not violating the copyrights of the copyright
holders!
8. The storyboard on the poster is allowed.
9. At least 4 nails must be in 100% focus.
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10. Backgrounds and accessories can complement the photo, but not distract from
the work.
11. The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle
and nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!

WARNING: A minimum of one Mold is necessary for this nomination. The
use of MOLDs is allowed without restriction.
Contestants may submit an unlimited number of works in each category!

WARNING: If a model has a cut (even one), it cannot be considered
for the 1st prize.

Theme 3.1: Cover Hands - Salon Modeling
Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / at least 4961x3508 pixels
The goal of the work is to create a "nail poster" displaying the hands or hand of a
model with salon modeling.
The task:
1. The work should be a photo with the nails as the center of attention. The photo
should be original, capable of becoming an advertisement for the salon or
displaying the creative and extraordinary work of the master.
2. Photos must show at least 4 nails in full-face!
At least 4 nails must be in 100% focus.
The nails must be modeled on the model.
4. Design can be any.
5. Length of nails up to 7 cm. free edge inclusive.
6. Any nail shape, but must meet salon requirements.
7. To get the desired result, you can use any materials for modeling and nail design
(gel polishes, paints, acrylics, gel, rhinestones, sand, etc. materials for design)
except for stickers, sliders.
8. The main "actor" should be - hands, nails. Allowed: backdrop decorations,
accessories.
9. It is allowed to use materials not related to nail design on the nails - not more
than 15% of the total amount of work.
10. The storyboard on the poster is allowed.
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11. The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle
and nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!
FORBIDDEN:
- The use of a mannequin hand;
- The positioning of the hands on the face (the display of the face in the
competition work)
WARNING: Nails modeled on TOP forms are evaluated by the judging panel
lower than nails modeled on LOWER forms (Criteria: technique, complexity).
Contestants may submit an unlimited number of works in each category!

WARNING: If a model has a cut (even one), it cannot be considered
for the 1st prize.

Theme 3.2: Cover Hands - Creative Modeling
Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / at least 4961x3508 pixels
The goal of the work is to create a "nail poster" displaying the hands or hand of the
model with creative modeling. Also, the master must fully disclose the theme of
the nomination.
The task:
1. The work should be a photo with the nails as the center of attention. The photo
should be original, capable of becoming an advertisement for the salon or
displaying the creative and extraordinary work of the master.
2. Nails must be modeled on the model or modeled in advance and mounted on the
hands of the model.
3. The junction area between the artificial nail and the natural nail should be clean
and neat, with no gaps or glue materials
4. The design can be anything, as well as the length and shape.
5. To get the desired result, you can use any materials for modelling and nail
design (gel polishes, paints, acrylics, gel, rhinestones, sand, etc. materials for
design) except for stickers, sliders.
6. The photo should emphasize the beauty of the nails of the hands, as well as
reflect the individuality and creativity of the author. Thus, the nail decoration
should not be a reflection of the usual salon design.
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7. It is allowed to use materials on the nails that do not belong to the nail design not more than 15%
8. To implement the creative idea of the master, it is allowed:
- The use of a mannequin arm as a model;
- decorating the backdrop;
- accessories.
9. The storyboard on the poster is allowed.
10. At least 4 nails must be in 100% focus.
11. The use of MOLDs* is allowed for no more than 15% of the total nail area.
* Mold - Special forms for making volumetric details in gel, acrylic, polygel or
giving texture (e.g., a plant leaf). Molds are usually made of silicone. They are
flexible forms with which you can make different figures or 3D compositions.
Molds are available as ready-made (store-bought) as well as handmade.
12. The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle
and nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!

FORBIDDEN:
- the location of the hands on the face (facial display in the competition work)
Contestants may submit an unlimited number of works in each category!

WARNING: If a model has a cut (even one), it cannot be considered
for the 1st prize.

Theme 3.3: Cover Hands - Creative Modeling "Mold"
Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / at least 4961x3508 pixels

The goal of the work is to create a "nail poster" displaying the hands or hand of the
model with creative modeling. The master must fully disclose the theme of the
nomination with the use of "Mold" in nail design.
Mold - Special forms for making volumetric details in gel, acrylic, poly gel or
giving texture (e.g., a plant leaf). Molds are usually made of silicone. They are
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flexible forms with which you can make different figures or 3D compositions.
Molds are available as ready-made (store-bought) as well as handmade.
The task:
1. The work should be a photo with the nails as the center of attention. The photo
should be original, capable of becoming an advertisement for the salon or
displaying the creative and extraordinary work of the master.
2. Nails must be modeled on the model or modeled in advance and mounted on the
hands of the model.
3. The junction area between the artificial nail and the natural nail must be clean
and neat. No gaps or glue materials.
4. The design can be anything, as well as the length and shape.
5. To get the desired result, you can use any materials for modelling and nail
design (gel polishes, paints, acrylics, gel, rhinestones, sand, etc. materials for
design) except for stickers, sliders.
6. The photo should emphasize the beauty of the nails of the hands, as well as
reflect the individuality and creativity of the author. Thus, the nail decoration
should not be a reflection of the usual salon design.
7. It is allowed to use materials on the nails that do not belong to the nail design not more than 15%
8. To implement the creative idea of the master, it is allowed:
- The use of a mannequin arm as a model;
- decorating the backdrop;
- accessories.
9. The storyboard on the poster is allowed.
10. At least 4 nails must be in 100% focus.
11. The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle
and nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!
FORBIDDEN:
- the location of the hands on the face (facial display in the competition work)
WARNING: A minimum of one Mold is necessary for this nomination. The
use of MOLDs is allowed without restriction.
Contestants may submit an unlimited number of works in each category!

WARNING: If a model has a cut (even one), it cannot be considered
for the 1st prize.
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Theme 4: «Manicure»
Theme 4.1: Manicure - salon design
Theme 4.2: Manicure - gel polish
Theme 4.3: Manicure - Decorative French
Theme 4.4: Men's manicure - salon manicure
Theme 4.5: Men's manicure - gel polish

GENERAL PROVISIONS:

WARNING: If a model has a cut (even one), the competitor cannot
qualify for 1st, 2nd or 3rd prizes.
The work should be a photo with the nails on the hands as the center of the
composition. The photo should be original, capable of becoming an advertisement
for the salon or displaying the creative and extraordinary work of the master.

Theme 4.1: Manicure - salon design
Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / at least 4961x3508 pixels

The goal of the work is to create a "nail poster" - a manicure with a salon design.
Also, the master must fully disclose the theme of the nomination.
The task:
Obligatory condition
the model's hands must have a manicure (in any technique)
1. Nails must be manicured in any technique with a salon design.
The complexity/technicality of the design increases the evaluation points.
2. Length of the free edge not more than 1 cm.
3. Backgrounds and accessories can complement the photo, but not distract or
obscure the model's hands.
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4. There must be two hands of the model on the poster. At least one hand must be
in 100% focus and at least 4 fingers of one hand in full-face.
5. Any nail design materials can be used to get the desired result.
6. The storyboard on the poster is allowed.
7. The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle and
nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!
NOTE: Salon design must be done on a minimum of 2 nails on each hand.

FORBIDDEN:
- the location of the hands on the face (the face in the competition work)
- use: stickers, sliders;
- use modeling gels, polygels, acrylics;
- Any nail modeling;
- Apply oils and creams to the cuticle.
Contestants may submit an unlimited number of works in each category!

Theme 4.2: Manicure - gel polish
Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / at least 4961x3508 pixels
The goal of the work is to create a "nail poster" - a manicure with gel polish
coating. Also, the master must fully disclose the theme of the nomination.
The task:
Obligatory condition
the model's hands must have a manicure (in any technique)
1. All model's nails must be covered with colored gel polish (not modeled),
without design, i.e. monochrome coating.
2. Color - any color.
3. Length of the free edge not more than 1 cm.
4. The background and accessories can complement the photo, but not distract or
obscure the model's hands.
5. There must be two hands of the model on the poster. At least one hand must be
in 100% focus and at least 4 fingers of one hand in full-face.
6. Storyboarding on the poster is allowed.
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7. The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle and
nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!

FORBIDDEN:
- use camouflage gels, camouflage, colored and milk bases as a coating, clear
coating;
- positioning of the hands on the face (facial display in the competition work);
- any design.
- use: stickers, sliders;
- use modeling gels, polygels, acrylics;
- Any nail modeling;
- Apply oils and creams to the cuticle.
Contestants may submit an unlimited number of works in each category!

Theme 4.3: Manicure - Decorative French
Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / at least 4961x3508 pixels
The goal of the work is to create a "nail poster" - a manicure with decorative
French. Also, the master must fully disclose the theme of the nomination.
The task:
Obligatory condition
1.The master must do a manicure in any technique, as well as perform a
decorative French on the model's natural nails.
The French must be drawn in the style of a decorative, colored French design. Any
materials can be used (gel polishes, gel pastes, colored gels).
The French must not have volume and bas-relief, as well as 3D details. It is
allowed to use foil, mica, glitter, etc. as a decoration.
Any base ( clear, camouflage, color, milk, shimmer, etc.) should be used as the
base for the French.
2. Length of the free edge not more than 1 cm.
3. Any shape.
4. Backgrounds and accessories may complement the photo, but not distract or
obscure the model's hands.
5. There must be two hands of the model on the poster. At least one hand must be
in 100% focus and at least 4 fingers of one hand in full-face.
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6. Storyboarding on the poster is allowed.
7. The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle and
nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!
FORBIDDEN:
- the positioning of the hands on the face (the display of the face in the contest
work)
- use: stickers, stamping, airbrush
- use modeling gels, poly gels, acrylics
- Any nail modeling
- the use of rhinestones in decorations;
- applying oils and creams to the cuticle.
Contestants may submit an unlimited number of works in each category!

Theme 4.4: Men's manicure - salon manicure
Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / at least 4961x3508 pixels
The task:
Obligatory condition
On the hands of the model must be done salon men's manicure (in any
technique)
1.On the nails must be done salon men's manicure in any technique. The manicure
is made without nail coating and polishing.
It is allowed to sand the surface of the nail plate.
The shape of the nails is according to the shape of the fingertips, identical on all
fingers.
2.The length of the free edge should be physiological / or no more than 3 mm.
The nails of the model must be, without visible injuries and defects of the nails.
3. Backgrounds and accessories can complement the shot, but not distract or
obscure the model's hands.
4. There should be two hands of the model in the poster. At least one hand should
be in 100% focus and at least 4 fingers of one hand in full-face.
5.The storyboard on the poster is allowed.
6. The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle and
nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!
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FORBIDDEN:
- cuticle oil, creams.
- The positioning of the hands on the face (the display of the face in the
competition work)
- use modeling gels, polygels, acrylics;
- Any nail modeling;
Contestants may submit any number of works

Theme 4.5: Men's manicure – salon design
Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / at least 4961x3508 pixels
The goal of the work is to create a "nail poster" - men's manicure with salon
design. Also, the master must fully disclose the theme of the nomination.
The task:
Obligatory condition
On the hands of the model must be done salon men's manicure (in any
technique)
1.The nails must have a manicure in any technique with salon design.
The complexity/technicality of the design increases the evaluation points.
2. The length of the free edge must be physiological and/or no more than 5 mm.
3. Backdrops and accessories can complement the shot, but not distract or obscure
the model's hands.
4. There should be two hands of the model in the poster. At least one hand should
be in 100% focus and at least 4 fingers of one hand in full-face.
5. To get the desired result, you can use any nail design materials.
6. The storyboard on the poster is allowed.
7. The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle and
nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!
WARNING: The salon design must be done on at least 2 nails of each hand.
FORBIDDEN:
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- the positioning of the hands on the face (the display of the face in the competition
work);
- use: stickers, sliders;
- use modeling gels, polygels, acrylics;
- any nail extension/modeling;
- applying oils and creams to the cuticle.
Contestants may submit any number of works

Theme 5.1: King Nail - Creative Modelling with
Design
Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / at least 4961x3508 pixels
The goal of the work is to create a "Nail Poster," the focus of which should be a
nail modelled in any creative form and with any design.
The task:
1. The work should be a photo, the center of which is a nail with a creative design
on it.
The photo should reflect the creative and extraordinary work of the master.
2. For the photo, the nail can be modelled both on the model's hand and arbitrarily
placed on any surface.
The design can be any, as well as the length and shape.
3. To get the desired result, you can use any materials for modelling and nail
design (gel polishes, paints, acrylics, gel, rhinestones, sand, etc. materials for
design used in the nail industry) except for stickers, sliders.
4. The use of different techniques (molding, carving, bas-relief, aquarium, etc.) is
encouraged. The size of the parts is at the competitor's discretion.
5. If the presentation of the nail with a creative design is followed with the rest of
the nails, the nails must be without creative modeling and not more than 5 cm.
Also, creative and extraordinary presentation of the work is encouraged
6. Storyboarding on the poster is allowed.
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7. The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle and
nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!
ALLOWED:
- Use of Mold*, but no more than 10% of the total nail area;
* Mold - Special forms for making volumetric details in gel, acrylic, poly gel or
giving texture (e.g., a plant leaf). Molds are usually made of silicone. They are
flexible forms with which you can make different figures or 3D compositions.
Molds are available as ready-made (store-bought) as well as handmade.

FORBIDDEN:
- making 3D compositions, crafts, sculptures (next topic)
- Positioning of the work on the face (displaying the face in the competition work)

Contestants may submit any number of works

Theme 5.2: King Nail - 3D composition
Size/quality (photo, poster) of the work:
Format: jpg / A3 / from 2 MB / at least 4961x3508 pixels
The goal of the work is to create a "Nail Poster", the focus of which should be
modelled in any creative form of nail with 3D composition, crafts, sculpture.
The task:
1. The work should be a photo, the center of which is a nail with a creative design
on it - 3D composition, handicraft, sculpture.
The picture should reflect the creative and extraordinary work of the master.
2. For the photo, the nail may be modeled as on the hand of the model, or
randomly placed on any surface.
The design can be any, as well as the length and shape.
3. To get the desired result, you can use any materials for modelling and nail
design (gel polishes, paint, acrylic, gel, rhinestones, sand, etc. materials for design
used in the nail industry) except for stickers, sliders.
4. The use of different techniques (molding, carving, bas-relief, aquarium, etc.) is
encouraged. The size of the parts is at the competitor's discretion.
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5. If the presentation of the nail with a creative design is followed with the rest of
the nails, the nails must be without creative modelling and not more than 5 cm.
Also, creative and extraordinary presentation of the work is welcomed
6. Storyboarding on the poster is allowed.
7. The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle and
nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!
FORBIDDEN:
- the location of the work on the face (the display of the face in the competition
work)
- the use of molds.
Contestants may submit any number of works

Theme 6.1: «INSTA photo – manicure»
WARNING: If a model has a cut (even one), the competitor may not qualify
for 1st, 2nd or 3rd place.
Size/quality (photo, poster) of work:
Format: jpg / from 1 Mb / square / at least 3508*3508 pixels
On the nails of the model must be made manicure in any technique with design.
The task:
1. The work is performed in advance on the model, obligatorily with the design of
at least 2 nails.
2. The shape of nails - any.
3. Length of the free edge not more than 5 mm.
4. PHOTO is made either by smartphone (any phone) or any camera - your choice.
5. The size of the photo is at least 1 mb,
6. Photo format - square (without frames)
7. At least 4 nails must be in 100% focus.
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8. To get the desired result, you can use any materials for modelling and nail
design (gel polishes, paint, acrylic, gel, rhinestones, sand, etc. materials for design)
except for stickers, sliders.
9. Accessories for the photo are possible, but should not obscure the work. The
focus should only be on the manicure (macro photography is forbidden).
10. Use of Photoshop is allowed ONLY to correct the photo itself and hand defects
(wounds, dust, moles)
FORBIDDEN:
- show model's face on the photo (only hands on the photo)
- Use Photoshop to retouch the nails' shape and cuticle area ( penalty points will be
deducted).
- use modeling gels, polygels, acrylics
- Any nail extension/modeling
- applying oils and creams to the cuticle.
Contestants may submit any number of photos

Theme 6.2: «INSTA photo - nail modelling»
Size/quality (photo, poster) of work:
Format: jpg / from 1 Mb / square / at least 3508*3508 pixels

The task:
1. The work must be a photo, the focus of which would be the nails with a design
of at least 2 nails.
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2. Nails must be modelled on the model.
3. The design can be any.
4. PHOTO is done either with a smartphone (any phone) or any camera - your
choice.
5. Photo size is not less than 1 mb,
6. The format of the photo - a square (without frames)
7. Shape - having architecture and criteria of classical or arched modelling: square,
pipe, edge, oval, almond, gothic almond ( edged), stiletto, gothic stiletto (edged),
etc.
8. To get the desired result, you can use any materials for modeling and nail design
( gel polishes, paints, acrylics, gel, rhinestones, sand, etc. materials for design)
except for stickers, sliders.
9. Length of nails no longer than 7 cm free edge.
10. At least 4 nails must be in 100% focus.
11. The cuticle area must be clean without decorations or rhinestones.
12. The background and accessories can complement the photo, but not distract
from the work. The focus should be on the nails (no macro shots allowed).
The use of Photoshop or any program (for photo processing) in the cuticle and
nail area is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN - penalty points will be assessed!
FORBIDDEN:
- show model's face on the photo (only hands on the photo)
- use photoshop to retouch the shape of nails and to retouch the cuticle area (
penalty points will be assessed)
- applying oils and creams to the cuticle.

Theme 7: Video Poster - Fantasy Image
- Video format: mp4
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- HD / FHD resolution;
- Aspect ratio 1:1 or 9:16
- Size up to 100 mb.
- Duration up to 60 sec.
The goal of the work is to create a video clip of the competition work Fantasy
image - creative modelling, where all the components of the image are in harmony:
hair, make-up and nails.
In the video clip, the master must fully disclose the theme of the nomination.
The task:
1. The work must be a video clip with nails as the center of attention. The video
must be original and reflect creative and extraordinary work of the master.
2. The nails must be modeled on the model or modeled in advance and mounted on
the hands of the model.
3. The junction area between the artificial nail and the natural nail must be clean
and neat. No gaps or glue materials.
4. The design can be any, as well as the length and shape.
5. To obtain the desired result, you can use any materials for modelling and nail
design (gel polishes, paints, acrylics, gel, rhinestones, sand, etc. materials for
design) except for stickers, sliders.
6. It is allowed to perform stylized images, repeating any famous characters of
anime, books, movies, etc., but not in violation of copyright holders!
7. The background and accessories can complement the clip, but not distract from
the work.
8. In the video model/models - 2/3 of the whole body or full-length with the
obligatory transition to the nails (video nails at least 20 seconds in different angles)
WARNING The use of MOLDs is permitted without restriction.
* Mold - Special forms for making volumetric details in gel, acrylic, poly gel or
giving texture (e.g., a plant leaf). Molds are usually made of silicone. They are
flexible forms with which you can make different figures or 3D compositions.
Molds are available as ready-made (store-bought) as well as handmade.
Contestants may submit any number of photos
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Annex № 1 to the Rules
Application for participation in the championship
Championship name:
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__________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________
Full name:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Full address for sending work/package:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Phone
number:___________________________________________________________
___________
Instagram:________________________________
e-mail:___________________________________
Category (junior / master / instructor / VIP):_________________________
Name of nomination/theme (as in the regulations):
1)_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
2)_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
3)_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Details of the document that confirms the payment of the
nomination(s)______________________________________________________
____________________
(signature)

_______________________
(Full name)

